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SYNOPSIS

The optimujTi design of reinforced concrete slchs with

special reference to rectangular two-wa.y slabs supported on

walls or stiff beans, is investigated here for various design

criteria.

Rectangular two-way slabs on stiff beams or walls

designed by conventional methods i.e. 'Elastic analysis -

Elastic design', using moment coefficients given in codes of

practice, when tested; exhibit excessive sa,fet;y corapared to

that for one-way slabs, flat slabs and other flexural mem-

bers. This excessive safety is due to the evolutionary pro-

cess by which these coefficients have been developed, and

the property of redistribution of forces in the slabs (usually

with low percentage of reinforcement). This also influences

other basic 'values' in structural design like strength, eco-

nomy and serviceability. A rational design procedure must

take advantage of the redistribution of forces, to a.im ab

desired sa,fety (factor of safety for two-way slabs to kept in

par with one-way slabs, flat slabs etc.) and economy; but a,t

the same time satisfying serviceability criteria. a.t working

loads.

It is very hard to get an absolute optimal design solu-

tion such that all the basic 'values' in structural design

like safety, strength, economy and serviceability; are



satisfied simultaneously. Here, in this study optimal solutions

obtained considering each basic ^value* as the governing crite-

rion separately; without using rigorous optimization techniques.

Optimal safety (uniform, factor of safety for oJLl flexural

members) is attained by the use of Hillcrborg’s strip method,

which is an equilibrium approach in plastic limit analysis; with

some modifications for the uniform c reinforcement layouts or

with the reinforcement in bands of specified strip widths. Use

of yield-line theory is made to analyse the slab to determine

the collapse load and the corresponding safety. A separate

check for serviceability is made. Optimal strength (uniform

strength) design for the given load condition, is obtained by

elastic and plastic theories for orthogonal straight but vari-

able reinforcement layout. The behaviour ofor serviceability

IS found to be much improved with these type of layouts, for

the uniform thickness of slab. Such layouts (both layouts; by
elastic and plastic theories, are different from each, other)

will show considerable economy for mass production or precast

ynits. Optimal cost design solutions are suggested here by

working stress design and ultimate strength design methods,

using the moment coefficients specified in codes of practice.

A flow chart to get an iterative solution for optimum cost

with respect to IS: 456-1964 and prevailing conditions in

India; is given.



Hillerborg’ s approximate theory of elasticity and the

concept of 'optimal synthesis are discussed in brief to exhibit

their link to the previous chapters. Illustrative design exam-

ples are presented here to show the simplicity of the design

methods (even for complex slabs). Areas for future re-search

work are also suggested.
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CHiPTER 1

INTROOTCTIOI

t . 1 GElffiRii

A reinforced concrete sla-b forms a very important struc-

tural element in the design of roofing, flooring and foundation

systems of buildings and bridges. In the case of buildings, the

slabs may be subjected to essentially quasi-static loading. Their

usual forms are one-way slabs, two-way slabs, continuous slabs on

walls or columns with or without beams. They may have complexi-

ties like openings, nonuniform thickness and may have shapes such

as circular, rectangular, quadrilateral or other geometrical sha-

pes. In the case of bridges they may be bea^m- floor systems and

are subjected to variable loading. In this investigation slabs

for buildings under the effects of uniformly distributed loads

are of main interest, although the effects of concentrated loads,

partition loads and the environment also play an important part

in the behaviour of slabs in actual practice. The design of slabs

is dependent on their function, size geometry, boundary conditi-

on; environmental conditions including loadings, temperature,

shrinkage etc; mathematical idealisations of behaviour of slabs

for purposes of calculation, and the experience gained and incor-

porated into the codes of practice. However, as civilisation

progresses, there is a need for large covered areas with complex
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have improvements such as better variety of constituent mate-

rials like high strength steel, concrete and increasing use

of structural lightweight concrete; is increasingly felt*In

the light of the above considerations and a better knowledge

of behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs, the limitations of

the present codes of practice which tries to link theory and

practice and the need for a better imderstanding of the basic

" values", and approaches in structural design is to be studied.

This cwould' provide a rationale for introducing changes in

codes of practice as rational methods are developed for study-

ing the behaviour of slabs under environmental conditions,

dictated by the functional requirements which are divided into

design criteria based on basic " ' values" in structural design.

The role of safety factors through different approaches

in structural design and the extent of optimization by the

use of codes is significant when optimal design is a specific

objective. The concept of " global" optimization as compared

to restricted (or local), or optimization with respect to cer-

tain optimality criterion on the basis of codes, known herein

as "code" optimization is significant, as this gives a feel-

ing of the direction for future research and development , The

rationality of different design methods in slabs is important

in this respect. Since reinforced concrete, slabs are generally

ductile (except when there is premature pimching shear or bond

failure), the use of this behavioural characteristic needs

to be increasingly made in -the framework of " values" in the
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structural design. The remaining sections in this chapter

deal with the above aspects in general, with an emphasis on

the mctivation,
.
need and rationale, for the optimal design

of rectangular reinforced concrete two-way slabs.

1-2 BASIC ’VALUES' IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Structural design can be defined as the process in which

a structure is designed such tha.t it fulfills the needs and

can withstand the effect of loads and environment, when a

physical situation or a set of situatiors is given which de-

termine the functional needs, loading patterns and environmental

conditions. Structural design may also rbe defined as a process

subject to certain ’problem - solving constraints’ so as to

design a structure, optimally, subject to certain 'solution

constraints'. The problem - solving constraint includes the

level of knowledge of the designer, rationality or limitation

of codes of practice, time available for design, facilities

for computation, experimentation etc. The solution constraint,

encompass limitations of nature, cost, safety, serviceability,

availability of materials, equipment and the nature of cons-

truction procedure, supervision and maintenance etc. Structura,!

design can be also defined as a game played by the stiucture

against nature, where the stake is that of failure (functional

and/or structural) and their consequence in teims of cost,

economy in terms of maintenance over the design life (Refer

Eig, '1.1). Both the players (especially the nature) may bo
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quite erratic in their behaviour. ‘Nature* shows variations

in the frequencies and magnitudes of forces like wind load,

earthquake forces, environmental effects like live loads,

temperature variations, snow and rainfall etc., while the

'structure* shows variations in the frequencies and magni-

tudes of its material and geometric properties.

The basic 'values* in structural design include safety

(uniform factor of safety for all structural elements in the

structure), strength, serviceability, ductility, enonomy and

the criteria of optimality.

(i) Safety

Reinforoed concrete structures designed by human beings,

are not in any case self-adaptive structure (with the factor

of safety unity at all times during the life of the structure)

like biological material and topological configurations, and

thus sufficient care has to be taken to provide reasonable

and rational margin of safety, as the problem involves the

14*risk of loss to human life and the effects of failure, i,

Moreover the erratic behaviour of the nature compells the

design to remain safe even under worst conditions posed by
1 /L

the nature The use of rational safety factors should be

such that , ascertain structural element should have the same

factor.,,jOfjsafety::as same class foi.Ke.g.

the slabs
;
s^io’^^ld safety !i'rrespective ofslabs

;
sliquld

;
%ctor: hi

slabs ^

fmmm B.
'ifc; .1
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(ii) Strength.

For the worst natural comhinations of loads and environ-

mental effects, the structure must have sufficient strength

and must give sufficient warning by excessive cracking, def-

lection etc., before failure. It is also attained due to

redistribution of forces in rigidly plastic or elasto-plastic

materials. For statically indeterminate structures like re-

inforced concrete slabs which are ductile, the stress concept

underestimates strength considerably for quasi-static loads.

(iii) Economy

Economy and safety go to gether, hand in hand. If struc-

ture is more safe, then in general, it can be said that it will

be more costly (reverse is not true). But the problem has to

be solved with the limited and available funds on the hand-.

Thus the optimum values of safety and economy decides the so-

lution of the problem. Economy is very much related to the

rationality of codes and the particular optimization criterion

considered.

(iv) Serviceability

Structure designed should not show any of the followings

at the working loads-

(a) Excessive deflections without the loss of the. equi-

librium

(b) Premature or excessive cracking

(c) Excessive vibrations, from both a structural and

human point of view
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(d) Spalling of concrete

(e) Blemishes due to the corrosion of steel or due to

the* effects of the environments

(f) Excessive deformation in regard to normal use of

structure

These ahovementioned parameters decide the limit state

for which the structure may he designed toassure an acceptable

behaviour both at normal (working) loads and at the time of

worst combination of loads. The serviceability characteristic

consistent with the function of the slab severely restricts

the useable strength when high strength steels are used,

(v) IXictility

Euctility in structure
,
not only provides sufficient w'am-

ing before failure, but also absorbs considerable energy im-

parted by earthquake forces, blast forces, impact, shock, mov-

ing and other dynamic loads.

Other secondary values are durability, aesthetics, fati-

gue, fire resistance etc.

5

Some of the secondary values may

become governing design values in certain cases. In the prob-

lem of optimal design, the criteria for optimality is im-

portant.

(vi) Criteria for Optimality in Structural Design

Optimality criterion may be with respect to uniform

factor of safety, strength, economy and serviceability which

are the basic design values in the structural design
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m

processes. The most general optimization criterion is that

the total cost (initial cost, cost for maintenance, cost of

failure multiplied hy the prohahility of failure) should he

a minimum.

Here in this study optimality criteria with respect to

each of the basic design values (except serviceability) have

been considered, separately, for the two-way R.C. slabs.

Optimal safety, as referred hereafter means uniform

factor of safety consistent with the other flooring systems

like one-way slabs, flat slabs, and other flexural members.

Optimal safety satisfies the requirements of the minimum fac-

tor of safety (with respect to the collapse load).

While, optimal strength is intended for the concept of

uniform strength i.e., the resistance at every point is con-

sistent with the stress field. Thus, optimal strength assures

optimal safety, but the reverse is not true.

For economy, the optimality criterion is used in the

sense that the initial cost of the slab is minimum.

It will be shown later that it is very difficult to

obtain an absolute optimal solution such that all these three

criteria are satisfied, yet the separate check for service-

ability is to be made.
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1.3 iiPPROACHES TO STRUCTUR^yii DESIGN

In order to take into accoiint the basic ^values' in struc-

tural design and the variations in loads, material properties,

the safety factors needs to be incorporated in a rational

manner. The main approaches to structural design are;

(1) Deterministic Design

(2) Probabilistic Design

(3) Semi-Probabilistic Design

1.3.1 Deterministic Design

In this, all the design parameters discussed previously

are assumed to be constant i.e. v/ithout any variations. The

highest design loads- and the lowest material properties are

intended, but because of the cost involved a certain variation

is accepted and a factor of safety is assumed to take care of

these variations. This approach is follovv^ed by most of the

codes of practice for the construction material as the rein-

forced concrete, except 'CBB’(Comite Europeen du Beton)

Recommendations for International Code of Pra,ctice for Rein-

forced Concrete”^ and U.S.S.R. Code of Practice^^^ for Rein-

forced ^Concrete.

A simplified structural design process according to the

deterministic approach is shown in Pig. 1.2. Prom Pig. 1.2,

decisions are to be taken for -various important aspects like

loads, analysis, limit states of materials etc. These de-

cisions are taken by an average structural designer with the

help of the relevant .code of- practice for the following.^
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FIG. 1. Zi SIMPi.IFIED STRUCTURAL DESIGN PROCESS:FLOW CHART
I'

y-
^ ^

^

> rteecisicm;; byU®des:'of Practice^^ >

L I 1 Automated Design U sing Codes of Practice J



(i) Loads

Lor the live load as specified in various codes of prac-

tice
5

^ an analysis "by Lind., et al”^^, shows considerable

variations in the prescribed deterministic values for the design

purposes, even for the similar occupancy and function in various

countries. Table 1 shows the variations in the live loads spe-

cified in the codes of practice, of different countries, for the

same function or occupancy. This shows the inherent limitation

involved in the value of loads given >- in the codes of practice.

TiffiLE 1 ; ViLUES OE LIVE LOADS FOR Sil/IE OCCIIPMCY FOR p
VARIOUS CODES (LIIID etal.^0) (Values in Kg/m.^)

Code Private
Offices

Private
Dwelling

School
Classroom

U.S.A. 392 196 196

New Zealand 294 147 294
,

Netherland 250 150 200

Britain 245 147 294

Australia 245 147 294

India 300 200 400

France 200 175 350

(ii) Methods of Analysis

Codes specify static analysis for the dynamic forces like

moving loads, earthquake forces, in5)act and shock, wind etc.

by specifying some adhoc value of the ’Impact factor’. Values

of this impact factor, are different in rarious codes. .
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Moreover; codes specify 'Elastic inalysis' whicla lias

been shown by many researchers to be very conservative for

slabs regarding safety even with the design carried out in

the deterministic format.. During the last two decades, consi-

derable progress in the 'Inelastic Analysis' have shown that

it is more rational and has taken the place of 'Elastic Analy-

sis' in the codes of practice of countries like U.S.S.R.

,

1

1

Sweden etc. However, elastic and visco-elastic analysis

are required for serviceability checks.

(iii) Performance Criteria

These may be with respect to deflections, cracking,

vibrations, fatigue, fire, environmental effects and these

factors are related to the analysis given in the codes for

hypothetical loads which relate only qualitatively to the accep

table limit states.

Codes specify working stress design (WSD) and ultimate

strength design (USD) methods, with the use of specified loads

in codes. WSD has an advantage that it satisfies the servi-

ceability at working loads, but it exhibits in general, exce-

ssive safety, and strength at ultimate loads, thus affecting

economy. For USD, safety and strength (also economy) are of

the- values required, but a separate check for the service-

ability is necessary. Here use of the plastic behaviour of

sections and structures is,, advantageously made use of, such

that slabs are designed for' an uniform safety factor as com-

pared with similar flexural members like beams.
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The factors of safety, may be either ’global’ factors

or individual factors to take into account nature of loads,

materials and conseq^uences of failure. The latter is more

rational since it takes all the factors affecting safety,

although, in a qualitative manner- Safety factors as used

in codes of practice, limit the optimization with respect to

the ’global’ optimum.

1.3.2 Probabilistic Design

Deterministic design, which assumes loads, strength of

materials, sizes of members etc., to be constant quantities,

is not justified because of the varying nature of these para-

meters. One may find the value of the live load for a resi-

dential building from IS ;875-1964^ ^ (or from Table 1), as

200 Kg/m
,
but it can be seen from the occupanc37 of the floor

that the furniture layout, dimensions of rooms, useage etc.,

are not fixed and this leads to very less magnitude of live

load (equivalently -uniformly distributed) for most of the

time, during the entire life of the structure, iilso, it is

a function of socio-economic factors like the location of the

place in a region. Codes do not talce advanta.ge for safety by

specifying rational loads with a provision that the floor may

be overloaded (though safe) some times in the entire life of

the structure. Thus, codes require higher factor of safety

(to be more correct, the ’factor of ignorance ’ ) by making pro-

visions for far increased loads and decreased strength of
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It is necessary for providing rationally safe design,

to study the prohability of having overloa.ding or reduced

strength, and therefore probabilistic design, where probabi-

lity of failure (probability of having loads more than resis-

tance) or reliability (probability of having resistance more

than loa.ds) are considered; is purely a statistical approach.

More rigorous treatment on probabilistic design can be found

elsewhere. Using the probability of failure. Sawyer®® re-

lated the factor of safety (the inverse of the ratio, load/

general collapse load); the cost including loss upon the failure

and (Pig. 1.3) probability of failure. It is seen that as the

probability of failure is decreased, the lose as compared with

the cost of building, increases. This also requires distribution

of variations for the various design parameters. Da,ta for the

variations in loadings is at present not available or very scanty.

Also because of control in design and execution all parameters

are not necessarily random. Considering this limitation of the

probabilistic design, a compromising approach using advantages

of both deterministic and probabilistic design approaches, is

made by Russian code and CEB code. In absence of any specific

name given to this approach, it is called hereafter as 'Semi-

probabilistic* design approach. It is also called as the

'limit state design’ approach*
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1.3.3 Semi-probabilistic Design

Statistical variations in the loads atid material strength

are considered, here by the concept of 'characteristic' values

which define in a probabilistic format, the maximum loads and

the strength of the constituents in a rational manner. In this

individual safety factors are attached to get design loads and

strengths.

Characteristic value of the load can be defined

Ql,
=

Qjji
( 1 + K 5 ) ... (1.1)

0^ denotes the value of the most unfavourable loa.ding,

with a 50 percent probability of its being exceeded,

upto abnormally high values, once in the expected life

of the structure.

6 is the relative mean quadratic deviation of the dis-

tribution of the maximum loading.

K is the coefficient depending upon the probability,

accepted a priori, of loadings greater than

Similarly, the characteristic values for the strength "

of ma,terials ( 0^ ) can be defined as:

^ (1 - 1 6 ) ... ( 1 . 2 )

mereg^ is the arithmetic mean of the various experimental

results.

* Appendix A lists the notations followed.

as

:

,1

where
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K is the. coefficient depending upon the probahility

accepted a priori, of the test results being below

the value and also on the number of tests definin.

V'm

In Equations (1.1) and (1.?) concept of probabilistic

design is made use of. Nov/, the design values for the load

and strength of materials can had by increasing or decreasing

with the help of some factorY , as shown below.

Design load and strength :

... (1.3)

and . . . (1.4)

where Q* and 0^*” are design load and design strength respect

tively,

Ym factors are chosen considering the

following parameters.

Parameters affecting Y (Safety factor with rega,rd to
strength) ;

®

(i) The probability of a limit state

(ii) The possible increases in the permanent or super-

imposed loads

(iii) Accuracy of the
, assumptions accepted for the

design and accuracy of design calculations.

(iv) Possible errors in construction
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(v) Probability of worst combination of several loadings

(vi) Possibility of redistribution of stresses

(vii) Importance of the risk of human life.

#

Different factors for are given for dead loa.d and

superimposed constant live loads, varying live loads and d3mamic

loads.

Parameters affect ing^^ (Safety factor with rega,rd to
material strength) ;

^

(i) Quality control at site (i.e. manufacturing condi-

tions)

(ii) Tolerances in dimensions of members

(iii) Effects of prolonged or long-term loading i.e.,

rate of loading, size and shape effects

(iv) Warming before failure

The value of is different for different limit state

i.e., failure, deflection, cracking and spalling at working

loads.

The product of and is an index of the total sa.fety

and is dependent upon the probability of failure.

Having known the design loads and strength of materials

from Equations (1.3) and (1.4), for a given probability of fai-

lure, one can very easily thereafter design the structure using

the deterministic approach, which is quite palatable to the

average structural designer.. Thus, semi-probabilistic limit

state design approach is an ideal combination, where advantages

of both, deterministic and ^probabilistic approaches are taken.
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1.4 CODES MD THE^IR EEEECT ON SAEETY MD ECONOM

For the code of practice, the theoretical factor of

safety depends upon the hs^othetical loads and corresponding

performance criteria. But the actual factor of safety is de-

pendant on true (and yet may he unknown) behaviour and exact

methods of analysis. Thus excessive safety shown for the de-

sign according to the code is due to hypothetical loads and

approximate methods of analysis, which do not take into account

the reserve^ strength due to redistribution of the forces, for

the elasto-plastic material like reinforced concrete with low

percentage of reinforcement, and the presence of arching and

other membrane action.

Code provisions with the basis discussed above, are,

in general, very conservative with respect to economy also.

10
Lind, etal, comm.ented that in Canada alone due to the con-

servative provisions of the National Building Code, estimated

5 7
losses to the society are to the tune of 10 to 10 dollars

a year. This stresses the far-iaaching effects of codes for

safety and economy.

These anamolies in the codes are due to the fact that

the design according to a code is an optimization onljr to the

extent that the design of the Code in the first place was an

optimization based on what was known at that time. ' Also, it

can be seen from Fig. 1.2 that the design according to the

code can lead to 'restricted* (or constrained) optimum rather
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than ’global’ (or unconstrained or free) optimum which can be

obtained by a thorough search and research in the structural

design process (fig. 1.2) for the hidden element of rational

safety i.e., true safety factor and a quantitative assessment

of the factor of safety required in a particular design.

Conservatism in the codes can be removed to certain

extent by specifying rational provisions at least talcing full

advantage of the redistribution of forces and waiving the

prevailing uncertainties regarding loads and performance cri-

teria. Ihe basis in the code for last two parajneters is the

factual knowledge gained from the inconclusive scientific

data on loads and behaviour of actual full size structures

for the entire life span of the structures and the observa-

tion for the performance criteria of the structure designed

on the basis of data of full-size tests. Thus, code provisions

are specified using the evolutionary process on the previous

provisions rather than performance oriented specifications

with respect to basic ’values' in structural design. This

would help in the full utilization of knov/ledge of behaviour

of structures like slabs in design practice and help the trend

towards improvement in materials science and technology.

1.5 CONSERYATISM IN THE CODES FOR THE DESICHT OE THE TWO-WAY
R.C. SLABS.

Short-term loading tests carried out by various research

workers on the two-way R.C., slabs designed by the conventional
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moment coefficients prescribed by the codes, have indicated

excessive safety with respect to the ultimate load carrying

capacity of the tvro-way slabs as compared to one-way slabs

and flat slabs. This excessive safety, observed in the tests

is due to various reasons like presence of membrane action^

Strain-hardening of the steel and redistribution of forces.

Present provisions of the codes neglect these beneficial

effects. It is really very difficult to take into account the

m-embrane action (especially tensile membrane action) and the

strain-hardening effects in the design procedures due to com-

plexities involved in incorporating them, however redistribu-

tion of forces (a quality due to elasto-plastic behaviour of

the R.C. slab with low percentage of reinforcement) can be

taken into account for the design of the two-way slabs. Moment

coefficients prescribed in the various codes for the design

of the two-way R.C. slabs have been evolved using the mathema-

tical theories of elastic plates. Thus, the conservatism in

the design of the two-way R.C. slabs, is a function of the evo-

lutionary process for design procedures specified in the codes

and the developments in plastic analysis of structures and the

knowledge of actual behaviour of slabs.

The evolution of design procedures in the codes for

various flooring systems has an influencing role for the result

ing effects on the basic values discussed previously. Compared

to the two-way R.C. slab, another flooring system, known as

flat slab (with or without drop panels) is quite popular in



many coimtries. Its popularity is due to a major factor other

than elegence, aesthetic excellence, redciction in effective

storey height, ease in the construction etc. This major factor

is the rational safety and economy^
.

in the design of flat •

slabs as compared with t wo-way slabs. It is quite evident from

the preceeding discussions that the safety influences other

basic values also. Searching the reason for the rational sa-

fety in the case of flat slab, one finds this is due to the

fact that the construction of flat slabs preceeded the knowledge

of its analysis. Safe and successful completion of flat slabs

(where full redistribution of forces is exploited) showed acce--

ptable behaviour both at the working and ultima,te loa.ds. As

compared to the flat slabs, the two-way slabs were developed

by the mathematical theory of elasticity and it was designed

by the conventional straight line theory of working stress

design which neglects tension in the concrete. However, for

usual working loads, for R.C. members with low percentage of

steel, the working load is in the uncracked region, later on,

with the developments in the plastic limit analysis of slabs

it is experimentally verified that their factors of safety are

much higher as compared to beams one-way slabs and flat slabs,

Hone of the elastic theories for the two-way slab do take

full advantage of redistribution and aim at uniform safety

for all flooring systems. Sozen and Siess,"^^ have pointed

out that the safety in the two-way slabs is more by 67 % than

the flat slabs, by making comparative study of the total design
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moments for the typical interior panel. The iimericaji Concrete

Institute code (ACI) for its 1970, version is rectifying the

above anamolies.

The prevailing^ conservatism in the design of the two-

way slabs, has given an impetus to the search for the rational

design theory, such that the factor of safety (with respect

to ultimate load) for the two-way slabs is kept in par with

that for one-way slabs, flat slabs and other flexural members.

And many theories which were developed in last two or three

decades (as can be seen from Pig. I. 4 ) (detailed discussion,

for the advantages and limitations of each theory is discussed

in the nexo chapter), have failed to s3-tisf3^ this basic require-

ment of the structural design process i.e. uniform- safety factor.

Thus, the requirements of the rational design the or3
'" a,re:

(i) to provide safety consistent with that of one-way

slabs, flat slabs etc.

(ii) to take full advantage of the reserve strength by

considering full redistribution of forces i.e. by

using appropriate plastic methods of analysis .and

design.

(iii) to assure the satisfactory performance at the

working loads.

(iv) to provide a very simple format, such that an

average designer can use it without any trouble

of finding out worst combination or pattern loading
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(which occur in practice rarely) for the computa-

tion of maximum moments at critics,! sections, and

(v) to allov' the use of various concrete mixes (includ-

ing structural light-weight concrete) and various

types of steel (including high strength steels,

deformed bars etc,).

1 . 6 OBJECT MD SCOPE

The main object of the study is to obtain optimal design

of reinforced concrete rectangular two-v/ay slabs for different

criteria and to explore the possibility of applica,tion of

Hillerborg's strip method for the optimal design of such slabs

and other complex slabs. The use of redistribution of moments

for talcing advantage of the plastic beha,viour by means of the

Equilibrium method such that it is useful for getting design

coefficients is the main aim, although for completeness; studies

for uniform strength by assumption of variable reinforcement,

studies for economy of design of such slabs p,re seconda.ry

objectives.

The search for an optimal solution for the design of the

two-way R.C. rectangular slabs, for each of the basic values

mainly safety, strength and economy, separately carrying out,

(leading to 'restricted' optimum rather than 'global' minimum)

is the objective of the study, since an optimal synthesis of

all these factors is complex. Considering the conservatism.
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prevailing in the design of the two-waj^ R. C. slabs, a.s discussed

in the previous section, simplified design procedure (though

rational from the safety viev^^point ) . ^fith the help ..of lower

bound approach (using full redistribution of forces) satisfying

all r equirements discussed in the previous section, is to be

explored and suggested, for the improvement in the codes, such

that the safety in the two-way slabs is consistent and kept par

with one-way slabs, flat sla,bs and other flexural members in

Ft. C. construction.

Two-way slabs for nrecasting work or for repetitive

type of work e.g.
, mass housing projects, require careful study

for the placing reinforcem.ent most effectively and more econo-

mically, This leads to the slab of uniform strength, where the

thickness of the slab is kept constant (by some criteria like

stiffness, economy etc.) and the reinforcement layout is kept

varying from point to point in the slab by either elastic theory

or optimum plastic design. Such a reinforcement la^yout is knora

to exhibit acceptable behaviour both at a working loads.

For the known field of moments, various design solutions

(by either elastic theory i.e. working stress design or ultimate

strength theory) using different thicknesses and amount of the

reinforcement are available for the use. It is intended in

this investigation to find out in most general form., the eco-

nomical combination of the overall thickness of the two-way

slab and the amount of the reinforcement.
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With the help of the approxima.te theory of elasticity

(after Huierborg '), a simplified desi,gn procedure is intro-

duced to an average structural designer, for the complex slabs

i.e., the two-way slabs supported by an intermGdia,te column

or columns, or wall or walls, or re-entrant comers.

In chapter 2, a critical review of the research work

done in the area of optimal design of two-way slabs is made.

A rational design procedure for an optimal (optimal in

the sense that the safety is in par with the one-way slabs,

flat slabs etc.) safety for various moment distribution across

the panel for various codes, is suggested in chapter 3, hy using

the lower bound approach of Hillerborg's strip method"'"^, after

some modifications to the strin method. Conservatism in the

codes, regarding safety is also focussed in this chapter. Finally,

the moment coefficients for the working load, based on working

stress design, are suggested, which satisfy the serviceability

requirements by stiffness requirements etc.

Minimum reinforcement layouts for the panels with diffe-

rent boundary conditions by the elastic theory and optimal plas-

tic theory are studied in chapter 4. Here, the conparisons are

made to the values of amount of the reinforcement required by
the ocher theories, codes etc. to find out the amount of the

conservatism involved for the two-way slab as compared to the

two-way slab with uniform strength (or an optimal strength).

A direct design approach, (after Brotchie'’^)
, without assuming
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the proportions of the slahj is also introduced, in this chap-

ter.

Optimum (minimum) cost solutions for the elastic theory

using the coefficients specified in the codes or those obtained

in chapter 3 by the rational design procedure, and ultimate

strength theory, are searched for, in the chapter 5, by an

exhaustive iterative search and the cla.ssical theory of diffe-

rential calculus, respectively. Some solutions for minimum

cost, for conditions in India, are also presented.

Cha^pter 6 introduces Hillerborg's approximate theory of

i S.elasticity for the simplified direct design of the complex

slabs. Hillerborg’s rules”^^ for the termination of the rein-

forcement are also introduced for the quick reference, in a

simple form.

Illustrative design examples showing the advantages of

the rational design theory over the codes are included in Chap-

ter 7- Ihis cha,pter also shows simplified design procedures

for complex slabs.

'Restricted optimum' is searched in chapter 3 to 5, by

considering each corresponding basic desiign 'value' separately.

But the 'Global optimum' can be had bjr considering all the

basic 'values' in the design process to be effective. Such, a,

process, branded as an 'optimal synthesis' is presented, in

chapter 8, with due regards to the difficulties encountered

in the search for the 'global optimum' solution.
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In chapter 9, critical remarks on the study, conclu-

sions from the study and focussini?? the limitations of the app'

roaches considered in chapter 3 to 5 are made alongv/ith the

recommendations for the areas of future research, where the

state of knowledge is absolutely poor or inconclusive or

unknown.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SIJRl^Y

2.1 'THEORY OP EJjASTICITY' MID 'TWO-WAY SLABS'

As stated in the previous chapter, the prevailing con-

serva,tism in the present design procedures is due to the mathe-

matica,! development of the design procedure for the two-way

R.C. slahs. Construction of flat sla,bs is carried out to suit

the load tests and experimental evidence, while the two-way

slabs were constructed to suit the then design methods (obvi-

ously based on the elastic analysis neglecting the tension in

concrete).

Lagrange in 1811, presented the equilibrium equa,tiou

of the plate (in terms of deflection). Navier in 1850 was first

to solve the equilibrium equation presented by Lagrange, for

the very special case of an uniformly distributed loads over

the simply supported rectangular plates. Levy's and Rayleigh-

Ritzs' solutions were later available for the plate with other

type of boundary conditions. Coefficients suggested by Rankine-

Grashof (based on usually knoVv-n as cross-stick method) were for

the plate allowing corners to be lifted up. Here, they consi-

dered the. compatibility of the deflection at the centre of the

slab, to derive the moment coefficients. Later on Marcus

corrected the Rankine-Grashof ' s coefficients for the torsion,

when the comers are not lifted up.
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Similar to the coefficients given hy Fankine-Grashof

(after the correction for the torsion hy Marcus), design moment

1 Qcoefficients are given by others like '7estergua.rd Pigaud,

20 21Rogers
, Czerny

,
etc.

These all coefficients using the theory of elasticity

considering the worst combination of loathings or pa.ttem load-

ings, have been adopted in the codes of practices of various

countries except USSR. 13:456—1964'^ Method 2 (more rational

than Method 5) has been based more or less on Czerny’ co-

efficients. Dili; 1045^ also recommend the use of Czerny'
s^"^

coefficients, ACI;318-63^ Method 3 (most rational than Method

1 and 2) is based upon the coefficients suggested by Rogers.

Momenc coefficients specified by the CP : 1 14— 1957^, are more or

less the same as proposed by Rankine-G-rashof with Marcus’s

correction.

All these moment coefficients have shov/n an excessive

safety with respect to the ultimate load. This inconsistency

and the inelastic behaviour of the two-way slabs with lowr per-

centage of reinforcement led to the development of the 'inelastic

design theories', using the upper and lower bound theorems of

the limit analysis, as ’yield-line theory’ and 'Hillerborg'

s

strip method'
, respectively,

2.2 IIELD-IIME THEORY

p O
In 1920

9 Ingerslav
^ while "testing the two-way s3-ahs

to the failure
5 observed that slabs at fa,ilure apx)cared to be
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divided into segments "by well defined crack pa-ttems which

could reaBonably well he idealized a,s str8,ight lines (rupture-

lines or fracture lines).

23Johansen in 1930 developed Ingerslav' s concept with

few modifications to account the effects of shear and twisting

moments along the yield-line. Present form of yield-line theory

is due to Johansen.

Assumptions of the yield-line theory a,re enumerated as

helow:

(1) The reinforcing steel is fully yielded in the shield

lines a,t failure.

(2) The slah is divided into linear (neglecting elastic

deformation) segments at the failure.

(3) Johansen 's^^ stepped yield - criteria is satisfied

(refer section 3-4t5).

(4-) Moments are uniformly distributed along the yield-line

Yield—line theory has certa.in limitations as described

belowt

(1) It is very good and. simple method, but it can be used

as a design method for the ca,se of isotropic reinfor-

cement only. Por the slabs with orthotropic reinfor-

cement, this method can be used as a method of anady-

sis only.
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(2) ¥ax\j alternative yield-line patterns ha.ve to be

considered to arrive at the correct value of the

collapse load. Thus, even for the anaJ-ysis this

method becomes very complico.ted and cumbersome to

an average structural designer.

(3) Unle ss and otheiv/ise the correct yield-line pattern

is found, it will give unsafe value of the collapse

load.

(4) As a method of analysis, it is unsuitable for analy-

sing accurately, the slabs with non-uniform, reinfor-

' cement or curtahled reinforcement,

(5) design by yield-line theorj'’ many times may result

in an uneconomical solution.

'1/ith all the above limitations c?nd assumptions, yield-line

theory provides very powerful tool for analysing the slabs. This

can be seen from its popularity in European countries. However,

as a design theory, being an upper bound approach, it will give

the unsafe value of the collapse load. Such tests are available

(incorporating membrane action and strain—hardening effect) to

indicate that the yield-line theory gives the conservative

value of the collapse load.

Nylander^^, Zaslavsky, Fielsen^^ etc. have critically

studied and used the yield—line, theory in their research work.

'European Oomite du Beton'(CEB), have published bulletins from

time to time advocating and illustrating the use of the yield-

line theory, ’ 9,3Q
Jain^^, studied the deflection
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considerations in tlae slabs with one edge free, designed hy the

yield-line theory. They conclude from the experimental and

theoretical results, that the yield-line theory or any other

inelastic ,', theory should not be used when one or more support-

ing edges are free. Parkhill^^ showed from the lower bound

solution for simply supported square slab under uniformly dis-

tributed load based on the assumption of the elasto-plastic

behaviour of the slab material, that the elastic moments within

segments of chosen yield-line pattern e,re statically admissible

3'5 34 33everywhere. Taylor
, Jacobson, Morley etc., have extended

the conventional yield-line theory by considering both compres-

sive and tensile membrane action.

Recent advances in yield-line theory i.e,, nodal- force

theory, incorporating membrane action, fan. pattern etc. have

36 37been reported elsewhere. Massonet ' developed criterion for

kinematic admissibility of pattern of yield-lines and for static

admissibility of field of moments, distribution of moments and

38
support reactions without using nodal force theory. Save Con-

go
nected various approaches to nodal-force theory. Janas has

discussed kinematic compatibility r equire.ments for the sla^h

with isotropic reinforcements with and without membrane antion.

Jones and Wood^'^ have recently collected a,ll the information

on the yield-line theory in their hook. Petcu^"^ has studied

the influence of exactness of parameters defining yield-line

pattern, on the plastic moment values or the collapse load.
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During last two decades, as can be seen from the interest

of research ¥rorkers in the yield-line theory, in ronking the

theory very sophisticated by considering membrane action, nodal-

forces and their effects, fan patterns etc. Thus, the original

simple form of the yield-line theory (essentia,lly a, method of

analysis) is lost due to considerable improvements to make it

more rational. An average structural designer will not be in

a position to apply the yield-line theory of today due to its

complexities and cumbersomeness.

2,3 HILIERBORG'S STRIP f.^lTHOD

To ensure sa-fety, Hillerborg”^^ in 1960 proposed a strip

method which is based on the equilibrium approach (lower bound

approach), Hillerborg's strip method assures the conserva,tive

or at least required value of the collapse load. Detailed dis-

cussion on this method can be fomid in chapter 3. Dor the two-

way slabs supported by an intermediate support of column or

wall or re—entrant comer, Hillerborg^'^ proposed the approxim.a~

te theory of elasticity, details of which can be found in chap-

ter 6. Crawford"^^’^^ was the first to critically evaluate

hillerborg’s strip method and approximate theory of elasticity.

Crawford' observed for the case of simply supported square-

slabs, that Hillerborg's strip method offers a very poor lower

bound on the collapse load. Wood and Armer"^^ have examined

Hillerborg's strip method in the light of the strict limit ana-

lysis regarding the discontinuity and, the. orientations of
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zero shear lines. In spite of all the criticises Wood and Armer

have made on this method, they are taking out the hook*^^, which

uses this method for designing slabs. Arm.er'^^ has reviei'\?ed the

work of Hillorborg’
, very recently.

A 7Ihakkar and Rao^
' , using the strip method with some valid

modifications, have recommended moment coefficients for the design

of the slabs according to other provisions of IS; 456- 1 964'^(simi-

lar to method 2), assuring the optimal and rational safety (de-

tails can be foinad in chapter 3) for the uniform mement distri-

bution without the use of torsion reinforcement. Kemp'^® provided

a correct lower-bound solution for the simply supported square

slab such that the yield criteria for the R.C. slabs will be

satisfied.

Kemp'^^ in some other paper, has proposed the rational

(though not fully correct, because of the presence of the membrane

action and strain-hardening of reinforcement) yield criteria such

that the normal and tangential moments along the grield-line should

be both less than corresponding values of the stress- field.
50Massonet recently introduced somewhat more rational yield cri-

teria, incorporating strain hardening. Johansen ’s^^ stepped

yiela criteria and Nielsen’ s^"^
linearised criteria a.re essen-

tially same. If Mise's, Tresca’s or Squa,re yield criteria, is

used for the R.C. slab, it will provide very conservative value

of the collapse loa,d comparated to that observed during tests.
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2.4- OPTD^il STEENGTH IE SIGN

like the beam of uniform strength, the slab with uniform

strength provides an optimal strength design as proposed by

Brotchie in more general form. Moment in the R, C. slab can

be assumed as the function of the overall thickness of the slab

and the area of reinforcement in the direction of the moment.

If the reinforcement is kept uniform all over the plate, then

for fully stressed (either by ultimate strength theory or v/ork—

ing stress design) condition, one can use theory of elasticity

to derive the thickness of the slab varying from point to point

by using ’Direct Design' concept of Brotchie”*®. But when the

thiclmess of slab is kept "uniform (found from the stiffness or

economic considerations), then the reinforcement layout is va,ry—

ing from point to point and this provides minimum reinforcement

volume for the slab.

2.4.1 Minimum Reinforcement Design by Elastic and Plastic Theories

Using the concept of Hillerborg^'* for the economical lay-

out of reinforcement, Y/ood^^’^^ established the orthogonal stra.i-

ght reinforcement layout for the slab with uniform thickness, sa--

tisfying the elastic stress field everywhere in the slab, is 'near'

to the absolute optimal solution. Rozvany^^’^^’^^ and Morley^^

waiving the requirement of the codes for the minimum reinforce-

ments at the point of zero moment and using the clastic theorv

derived an absolute optimal solution for the simply supported

square slabs for both constrained and unconstrained solutions.

Rozvany nses the virtual displacement field which satisfies
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tt 58Heyman's theorem and the kinematic requirements a.s specified

"by Prager and Shield^^.

Clyde and Sharpe^*^ optimized the tvro-way slabs for various

boundary conditions except all sides clamped, using Hillerborg's

s brip method. Brotchie uses his ’Direct-Design' approaxli to

s'^ggsst rational design theory with reinforcement layout varying

from point to point.

62Rozvany shows nearly 70 percent econom3
?' in the reinfor-

cement for the circular footing by using orthogonal curvilinear

reinforcement layout. Kalizsky^^’ and Charret^^ using the

quadratic variation for moment, take into account the requirement

of minimum reinforcement for environmental effects

^

Recently, Brotchie^^ used ma,xmum potential energy crite-

rion to drive minimum reinforcement layout which satisfies other

criteria implicitly, like maximum stiffness, maximum or minimum

strain energy, minimum weight, uniform, strength etc,

2,5 OPT n.h4L COST DESIGN

Eor the optimal cost design, Thakkar and Rao^'^ suggested

an iterative procedure using the moment coefficients specified

in the codes for the design by vrorking stress method. This

iterative procedure (details can be foimd in chapter 5) also

satisfies the constraints of the codes, such as the minimum

thickness of the two-way slab, the minimum percentage of re-

inforcement, the minimum cover and the maximum spacing between
two bars.
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uses the classicr.1 method difforentiul calculus

to get optimal cost parameters, the reinforcement percentage

68
and then the effective depth of the slab. Traum’s approach,

of course, yields good results for the simply supported rec-

tangular slabs, but fails maserably for the continuous slabs.

Norman^^ practically uses the concept of Tra.um^^, except that

the considerations for unit costs of the ingradients of the

concrete a,re made. Norman concludes that the least cost con-

crete is the one with the leanest (so obvious) concrete (in

India M. 150 ). Traum’s^® and Norman's^^ approaches are for the

ultimate strength theory.

70
Thaklca-r and Rao suggested the moment coefficients using

Hillerborg's coefficients, which can be used for the design by

working stress method for the optim.a,l solution. These arc pre-

sented in chapter 4.

6 /'

Kalizsky derived, using the principles 03; uiinimum stra.in

energy, that the least cost slab is the one in which reinforce-

ment la.yout is in accordance to the elastic stress field.

2.6 EXPERIMTIL MD COBIPARilTIYE STUDIES

Experimental investigations to find out the exact beha-

viour of the two-way slabs had been canried out, by many research

workers. Dresden (1930) and Stuttgaret (1925) tests are reported

in reference (28). University of Illinois tea.m of Siess, Sozen

71 72etc. ’ have tested many full size two-wa,y slabs in nine Sq_.

panels, supported by stiff beams to verify the effects of
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.. pa^toem loaaings on cracking, defleciion sic. and io exploit; iliG

coiiscr\':a't'ism of ' -'occordi^g - to* the relevant code.
'7'7

Casillas and Siess have made comparative studies of all

design methods of the ACI code’ at that time 8,nd one suggested

hi Rogers . ^ihuja,'^^ reported the results of full sca.le tests

. on two, one-way and one ,tv/o-way slabs, designed according to

13:456-1964.

/I 75Armer tested some two-way slabs designed by Hillerborg’s

strip method and approximate theory of elasticity. Taylor et al'^^

studied the effect of the arrangement of reinforcement on the

behaviour of two-way R.C. slabs.

56Rozvany studied the hehaviour of the simply supported

sg.'na.re slab with absolute minimum reinforcement la,yout confirm-

ing requirements of optimal plastic design and other with uniform

isotropic reinforcement designed by the yield-line theory. Rozvany

shows that the behaviour of optim.ized slab is better than thee one

with an uniform isotropic reinforcement.

2.7 WORK II THE EEIATED AREAS

Work in the related areas and optimization of structures

(particuxanly plate structures) have been reported in references

given in Appendix C as Bibliography (over and above those given

in Appendix B).



CHAPTER 3

OPTIMii DESIGN OF TWO-WAY SLABS FOR SAFETY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the optimal design of two-way slabs

for safety is considered in the sense that the factor of safety

of two-way slabs is considered in par with that for beams, one-

way slabs, flat slabs by the use of plastic limit analysis. The

lower bound theorem of limit analysis i.e. Equilibrium method

as modified by Hillerborg is used so that it is useful for gett-

ing design moment coefficients. However, ’global’ optimization

is possible when rational safety factors, as discussed in chap-

ter 1, are used.

Reinforced concrete two-way rectangular slabs, being

highly redundant structural systems, when anal^/’sed by the theory

of elasticity and designed by v/orking stress design m-ethod

(WSD) for xiniformly spaced reinforcement without curtailment

of bars; have been knovn to give higher factor of safety when

tested to failure. This becomes more so for the two-way slabs

as compared to the one-way slabs. A case in point, is the test-

ing of two, one-way slabs and one, two-way slab designed by

13:456-1964, by the National, Building Organisation"^^yyielding

factors of safety of 3.7, 3.25 and 7.47 respectively. The

anamolies, in the design of multiple panel floor slabs and

flat slabs according to the codes, of practice in various
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countries, "based on test results to failure, show that the

factor of safety of the two-way slabs is higher than the flat-

slabs. This is because the design methods, as discussed earlier,

for the two-way slabs were developed by the mathematical analy-

sis of elastic plate equations and the use of working stress

design neglecting tension in concrete (which is considerable

for members with low percentage of reinforcement); while the

flat slabs were built using load tests even before the methods

of analysis were developed. Sozen and Siess,"^^ showed that the

factor of safety for the two-way slabs is about 50 percent

higher than that for the flat slabs, by making comparative

study of total design moments per panel with different boundary

conditions and span ratios.

It may be interesting to note that AOI-ASCE Committee

421 have recommended changes in the design of two-way slabs so

that the factor of safety is in parity with that of the flat

slabs and the one-way slabs (approximately 1,85 to 2.00), These

are recommended provisions for the American Concrete Institute's

Building code of 197o'^'^.

One of the reasons for obtaining a higher factor of

safety for the one-way slabs when tested to failure, (referring

to IIBO tests) as compared with the factor of safety by the

working stress design method, is the inelastic stress distri-

bution at failure as compared to the elastic (straight-line

theoiy) stress distribution assumed in the design. Further



the ultimate moment carrying capacity of sections is increased

by the presence of strain-hardening, especially for members

with low percentage of steel and/or the presence of compression

reinforcements fig. 3.1. In the behaviour of the two-way slabs

with the uniformly spaced orthotropic reinforcement, the load

carrying capacity is further increased because of the moment

redistribution capacity of sections with high ductility (Fig.

3.1) resulting from low percentage of mild steel and/or the

use of the compression reinforcement in the form of temperature

and shrinkage reinforcement. Failure is reached when sufficient

number of points in the slab have yielded to form a collapse

mechanism i.e. the plastic moment (ultimate moment capacity)

remains constant at points where the yielding first occurs,

leading to the redistribution of moments till enough plastic

hinges are developed so that a failure mechanism is formed.

The presence of the membrane action especially in the case of

restrained slabs, slabs supported on beams etc, , increases

further the load carrying capacity of slabs.

The theoretical factor of safety for flexural members

other than the two-way slabs ranges from 1.6 to 1,95 depending

upon the usage of the structure, 18:456-1964 specifies a range

of 1.72 to 1.95 for the live load/dead load ratio ranging from

0.66 to 2.0 respectively.. This is quite a practical range for

the design of floors for loadihg .class No. 200, 300, 400 and

1000 (Fig. 3.2).
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Excessive safety for the two-way slabs designed by the

elastic methods specified in various codes of practice, and

inherent reserved strength due to the ductile behaviour (Eig.3.l)

led to the development of the rational design procedure i.e.

inelastic design method, where full redistribution is conside-

red. Inelastic design method for the t wo-?/ay slabs was first

23developed by Johansen as the *yield-Tine Theory', Yield-line

theory provides an upper bound solution theoretically for the

collapse load and is mainly a method of analysis except that

•it is a design method for slabs with isotropic reinforcements.

1

6

Hillerborg proposed an equilibrium theory and strip

r; method, by which the two-way slabs can be designed for the

orthotropic reinforcement, without the provision of torsion

reinforcement and yet these provide lower bound solutions. So

the design will be safe. Similar to the yield-line theory,

Hillerborg' s strip Method is also an ultimate strength the-

ory and it will provide distribution of moments for the ulti-

mate load. If this moment distribution is divided by the fac-

tor of safety required, mom.ent distribution for working load

can be derived and thereafter the design is carried out by

WSD. This procedure of 'Inelastic Analysis - Elastic Design'

is not new. It is in the use .in Scandanavian countrier. like

Sweden etc. and has shown satisfactory performance both at the

working loads and the ultimate .loads, . Thus, it satisfies both,

the strength and the serviceability oriterias.
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Optimal safety as required in Pig. 3.2 is attained

indirectly by using Hillerborg’s strip method ‘with some

modifications founded on valid assumptions, for the uniformly

spaced orthotropic reinforcement without the provision of tor-

sion reinforcement, and satisfying the serviceabilit5
?' require-

ments by restricting the span/ thickness ratios and the design

by YfSD.

3.2 FACTORS OP SAFETY OP TWO-WAY SLABS
IffiTHOD 2 OP IS; 456-1964,

DESIGNED ACCORDING TO

NBO tests showed that the actual factor of safety of the

two-way slab designed according to the IS code of practice'^ is

7.47, while the average for the one-way slabs is 3.5. These

factors of safety are very much higher than the computed fac-

tors of safety based on the yield-line analysis, due to the

effect of strain-hardening and membrane action. The theoretical

factor of safety of the two-way slabs with the uniformly spaced

ortho cropic reinforcement is now investigated, assuming the

following relation between the ultimate moment (equal to the

yield moment) to the moment at working loads,

yield = ^woi^-ing- ... (3.1)

where Yield stress. This will have the value of

2600 Kg/cm^ for Grade
. I mild steel plain bars,

Allowable stress in Grade I mild steel bars, in

tension.- •. It has the value of 1400 Kg/cu?.
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K = Ratio of lever arms at the ultimate load and that

at working load. This works out to he approximately

1.05 for the slabs as percentage of steel used is

very low, in general.

In above equation (3.1), factor K for IS: 456- 1964
'^ works

0“st
out to be 1.95 and this is the factor of safety, as the ultimate

load q is proportional to M.

\orking* of K^
yield ^working proportional

CTP-rr
_ __

satisfies requirements of

the factor of safety of 13:456-1964 for the live load/dead load

ratio ranging from 0.66 to 2.0.

Table 2 shows values of the theoretical fectors of safety

for different types of panels and span ratios, for the case,

when no torsion reinforcement is provided. These has been fo-

und from the collapse load computed considering the collapse

of individual panels, using moment coefficients of Method 2

of 13:456-1964 and using formula. discussed in Appendix D. The

actual value of the collapse load will be more in the case of

a fixed or continuous boundaries. The range of the theoretical

factor of safety is 2.26 to 2.79, while the corresponding value

for the one-way slabs and simply supported beams is ranging

between 1.76 to 1.95 as has been stated before.

To take the advantages of the plastic reserve strength

of the two-way slabs, and to. bring down the factor of safety

to a rational optimum level and in parity with that of the

one-way slabs, the use of./Hillerborg’s Strip Method with

some modifications isimade,.’



TABLE Z: VALUES OF FACTOR OF SAFETY FOR'MHSM' WITH UNIFORM MOMENT
DISTRIBUTION AND NO TORSION REINFORCEMENT AT EXTERNAL CORNERS*

f
^

I 1

j 1

1

1 f

! 1 f
1 1

1

1 i

1 1

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case, 6

0, 6 1. 95 1. 99 1. 95 1. 98 1, 97 1. 95
(2.26) (2.51) (2.47) (2.49) (2,56) (2,54)

0,7 1. 95 2.00 1. 95 1.98 1. 97 1. 95
(2.31) (2.56) (2.52) (2.67) (2.67) (2.72)

0, 8 1. 95 1. 92 1. 95 1.98 1.96 1. 95
( 2.31) (2.56) (2.52) (2,67) (2. 67) (2.72)

0,9 1.95 1. 92 1.96 1.98 2.00 1.95
( 2.32) ( 2.56) (2.53) ( 2.71) (2.68) (2.77)

1.0 1. 95 1. 92 1. 98 1. 98 2.00 1. 95
(2.31) (2.55) (2.52) (2.71) ( 2. 66

)

(2.79)

la 1.95 1. 93 1.99 1.98 2.00 1.95
( 2.31) (2.54) (2.53) (2.71) (2.66) (2.78)

1.2 1.95 1.95 2.01 1.98 2.01 1.95
(2.32) (2.53) (2.52) (2.68) (2. 66

)

(2.75)

1,3 1.96 1.96 2.04 1.99 2.01 1.96
( 2. 33) ( 2. 53) (2.52) (2.67) (2.63) (2.73)

1.4 : 1.97 1.98 2.06 2.00 2.03 1.97
( 2. 34) (2.54) (2.54) (2,65) (2, 60) (2.71)

, 1.98 1.99 2.08 2.01 2.04 1.98
( 2. 35) ( 2.53) (2.55) (2.6l) (2.59) (2.68)

1.6 1.99 2,01 2.09 2.03 2.06 l.:99'

(2.35) (2.53) (2.55) ( 2. 62) (2.59) (2.66)

Note: 1.
:
Values .:in:;the>bracket are for Method 2 of IS: 456-1964

Z. A crosshatched edge indicates that the slab continues across or is fixed at
the support. An unmarked edge indicate support at which torsional resistance
is neglected.
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3.3 HILLERBORG'S EQUILIBRIUM THEORY AUD STRIP B/ETHOD

Hillerborg proposed, an ’Equilibrium Theory’ which is

simple to apply and which gives results on the safe side. The

theory is stated as follows

If a distribution of moments can be found which satis-

fies the plate equilibrium equation and boundary conditions

for a given external load, and if the plate at every point,

IS able to carry these moments, then the given external load
represent a lower limit of the carrying capacity of the plate,

The fundamental requirement of the theory is the elasto-
plastxc behaviour of reinforced concrete slabs with large rota-
tion capacity which is satisfied as the percentage of steel is

low, (Eig, 3,1). The theory assumes that the moment is
the only significant stress resultant and that premature fai-
lures are avoided. IXill yield strength of the reinforcing mild
steel is assumed to be developed at the critical sections at

failure.

The equilibrium equation for plates can be written

.2 ^ Sxay + —2 (3.2)

where M^. are moments per unit width in X and Y directi<

respectively in cartesian coordinates,

^^xy twisting moment per unit width,

lib:adiperli^
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he above equation can be solved by many ways depending
upon the nature of the assumptions.

5a.§e_1,. Assuming = 0 and the intensity of load to be

distributed equally in both directions, the equations
become

... ( 3 . 3 )

• #
,

( 13 # 4-

)

Equations (3.3) and ( 3 . 4 ) can be solved with the boundary con-
ditions thereby giving moment fields M M for the slab.

J

Case,,,?: Assuming all three terms of Equation (3.2) share equal
loads, we have

9x

X
2 "3“

ay

3%

J.

:2

6x9y

3

• * (3.5)

• * ( 3 . 6)

.. :(3.7i

^8e_3: Here the twisting moments = 0 and the load is

regions and (Rig. 3 . 3 ). ^^e region^

direction only and in, the region by strips in the
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is called the Hilierhorg’ s Strip Method.

Equation .(5,. 2')' can.' tre rewritten as

3%

Ox 5y2
- 1 (3.8)

In the region R , the load distrihution is such that

9%
X
2ax

9%
I.

9y2
0

(3.9)

while in the region R
y

ax^
= 0

ii i # ( 5 . 10 )

= _n

If the regions R„ and R. are known, Equations (3.9), (3.10)
y

yield simple solutions for different houndary conditions

(Pig. 3.3). Regions R and R are bounded by zero shear lines
^ y

(M^y =0) and the boundaries of the plate,

to the yield lines used in Johansen’s theorj^,

are similar

25

Hillerbo rg suggests the following general rules for

the, division of

(1) ,

slab into strips: ’ /

strips are laid out-,so. as ,to,,carry the load to the



nearest support.

(2) Y-ihen two simply supported or two fixed edges meet at

right angles, for uniform orthotropic reinforcement,

the zero shear line can be dravim at 45*^ from, the corner

i.e. with a 1 : 1 slope.

( 3 ) The fixed edge repells the zero shear line while the

simply supported edge attracts it. for cases when one

support is simply supported while the adjacent support

at right angles is fixed, a 2:3 slope is suggested for

the zero shear line (fig. 3.4). (This assumption is

strictly true for the case of an isotropically reinforced

square slab, with two adjacent edges fixed and the other

twro simply supported, carrying uniformly distributed

load.) Once the regions are known, the distribu-

tion of moments and ¥y which satisfy equilibriuiTi

theory for reinforced concrete slabs, can be found.

3.3*1 Weakness of Strip Hethod

I'he inherent weakness of the strip method is that it

offers a very conservative lower bound on the collapse load

as shown by Crawford. This shortcora,ing is overcome by modify-

ing the moment distribution by the principle of weighted averages

as suggested by Hillerborg, .so as to compute the average moment

per unit width of the slab,*''^ This ; is .called hereafter modified

Hillerborg* s Strip Method. '
,

p ^
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3.4 MODIFIED HIILERBORCr' S STRIP IffiTHOD

5.4.1 Basis and Assumptions

If complete plastic redistribution is available, the

moment distribution curve can be averaged to that of an uni-

form. moment called weighted average moment so that equilibrium

is satisfied at the ultimate load, but not necessarily the

collapse mechanism. In general, because of the large rotation

capacity of reinforced concrete slabs met with in the usual

applications, the collapse mechanism is always formed. This

concept is implicitly used in the design of m.ulti-panel flat

slabs wherein the reinforcement is kept constant over strips

(column strip and middle strip) of one half of the span length,

even though the elastic moments at working loads are quite

high than the moment field for an interior panel provided by

ACI:318-63 (Big. 3.5). This substantiates the validity of the

weighted average process to derive the desired moment distribu-

tion. Use of the yield line theory in checking the factor of

safety is also made herein to check strength. However the

above approach need not guarantee serviceability at v/orking

loads. Eor this it is important to specify the limits on

span/thickness ratio so as to^ control, deflections and crack-

ing especially when high strength steels' are used. These are

specified in the codes of practice.

In this method,:, therefore, the average .moment distribu-
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reinforcement throughout the whole length of the slab, is

derived; as can be seen from fig. 2.6. for simplicity, the

following assumptions are made:

(1) The supporting edges are assumed to be rigid and either

perfectly fixed (continuous slabs may be considered in

this category for dead loads) or simply supported.

However, Hillerborg's strip method can also be used

in the design of complex slabs assuming partial fixity

of the supports.

.2) The distribution between the span moment and the

support moment (M^) is assumed as follows:’'’^

So

.

M = 2 M (3.11)s - ^

,

(This is strictly true for propped cantilevers and

fixed beams with uniformly distributed load, for elas-

tic range which is a good index of serviceability beha

viour). Applying this to the example (fig. 3. 4). from

Equilibrium

2

i
( 3 . 12 )

M

' 21C
I

-g y-- (3,13)

men t?/o opposite edges
,
do not have same boundary condi-

tions, then the average span moment is assumed as the

maximum o f value s foxmd'..for the corresponding regions

qc
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(segments or strips as shown in Pig. 3.6).

( 4 ) 1/flaen this method is applied to different cases of

rectangular slabs for uniformly distributed loads the

critical span ratio for each case is calculated, be-

cause the pattern of zero shear lines is dependent on

the span ratio.

( 5 ) Yield criterion as discussed in section 3.4.5 is appro-

ximately satisfied.

3 . 4.2 Application to Different 'Cases

Various codes of practice suggest different type of

moment distribution across the span (for entire width of slab)

as shown in Pig. 3.7, IS; 456-I 964 Method 2 prescribes moment

coefficients with or without the provision of torsion reinfor-

cement. ACI;318-63 requires torsion reinforcement at exterior

comers in both the bottom and top of the slab. The torsion

reinforcement is provided for a distance in each direction :

from the comer equal to one-fifth of the longest span and it

is provided at top parallel to diagonals at the comer. The

torsion reinforcement both at the top and bottom is to be equal

to that required for the maximum positive moment in the slab.

Here, using modified Hillerborg’s Strip Method moment

coefficients have been computed for the moment distributions

considered in. Pig. 3-6," for case (b)'and (a) only.



3.4. 2.1 Uniform Moment Distribution Across tbe Span

Referring Dig. 3.7(b), without the provision of torsion

reinforcement, moment coefficients have been computed, similar

to those of Method 2 of 13:456-1964'^, firstly for particular

case as shown in Dig. 3.6 and then for all cases with different

bounda,ry conditions.

To describe the application of modified Hillerborg’s

.'-trip method to the cases considered in Method 2 of IS;456-19A4

a particular case of an uniformly orthotropically reinforced

rectangular slab of dimensions!
,

1 with simply supported
X y

conditions on three sides and a fixed edge on the fourth side
1^

is shown herein, (the critical span ratio = 0.75 ) Dor this

case. Dig. 3.6 shows the strips considered for <, 0. 75
^x '

;

and the zero shear lines.

Dor M

The weighted average of (M + M„) in the y direction is

given by

ql
f (

-.J!; 4- J. q ) + (1 (3.14^L 24 V 2 4 8 ^^x 4 y^ “* ' R
X

Here (M ) = 0, and denoting = s, we obtain

average of (M^ in the y direction BJ.

y
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If this is written in the form M
ql.

y
y m where m

y
y

is the moment coefficient for positive moment in the y direc-

tion.

24
m_
y ‘(3-r. 5iT ® ^ (3.16)

For M and M '

From Fig.3.6using the principle of weighted averages.

For region I

,

average

9 9
. „ 2 q, s 1

(iq + “Px = 5 I
° . ( 3 . 17 )

Since (M ) =0
,
average

o X qi
2 s^

X M
For region II,

average (M + M„)
^ s f^x

3̂̂ 32 2

32 ® ^ X

Using M
X

2B/1 where M '

'.Ji, 'X
i )„ = Negative moment at
S X-

support and M Span moment

We obtain M ' s
qi.

X 16 -"“x

\ ""

32 ^^x

(3.18)

From regions! and II, the maximum value of M, for each ofX

the region is taken as 'l©i(fbi‘:'glh©
' iietb"
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So,

If

X

M

= ql

ql

2 2
s

X H
2

X

( 3 . 19 )

X
“x

then m - 24
X

v/here m = moment coefficient for positive moment in the x

direction (same form as in Method. 2 of IS; 456-1 964)

.

Also m' = moment coefficient for negative moment in x direction
(X.

¥
X

ql,

"m
where m 16

for s < 0.75.
X s

For s >, 0.75 Ihs above procedure is followed after drawing the

zero shear lines.

I'his procedure is applied to six different cases of rec-

tangular slabs with different boundar37' conditions and the moment

,
ffly, ' for span ratios ranging from 0.6coefficients m , m'

to 1 • 6 have been tabulated in Table 3 and 4? using the following

formulae.

Case 1 8 < 1

mX l

24
0

s > 1 ( 3 . 20 )

m
24s

i = ; m 0



table 3: POSITIVE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR DESIGN OF TWO-WAY R.C. SLAB WITHOUT PROVISIONOF TORSION REINFORCEMENTS AT DISCONTINUOUS EDGES

V f 1

f i

!
.

'

"JC
i ^ i

I t

I
. I

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case! 4 Case 5 Case 6

ly/ljj.
:

my my mx my mx my my mx my

0.6 (66.

5

(80.5)

13.3
(10. 4)

66. 5

(69.0)

16.0

(11.9)

89.0
(87. 6)

20.0
(16.1)

119.

(133.)

23, 7

(17.4)

128.

(138. )

28.5
(20. 7)

199.

( 229. )

39.9
(29.8 )

0.7 49.0
(49.5)

15.0

(11.9)

49.0
(46.3)

19.2
(14.7)

65. 6

(63.7)

26. 6

(21.8)

87.

1

(80. 7)

26.7
(19. 5)

94.0
(90.7)

34.2
(24.9)

147.

( 139. )

45.0
(33.4)

0,8 37.5

(33.9)

17.2
(13.9)

41.2
(34. 6)

27.4
(18.7)

54.0
(50.4)

34.0

(29.6)

66.7

(54,6)

30. 5

(22.4)

71.9

(66. 3)

42.8
(31.0)

112.

(94.5)
51. 6

(38.8 )

0.9 29.6
(25.4)

20.0
(16.6)

34.5
(27.9)

34,5

(24.2)

47.3
(42. 5)

34.8

(40.8)

52.7

(40.5)

35.6
(26.6)

62.7

(52.5)

43. 8

(39.4)

88. 8

( 70. l)

60.0

(46. O)

,1.0 24.0

(20.0)

24.0
(20.2)

30.7
(23.9)

42. 7

(31.8)

43.

1

(37.5)

54.0

(55.7)

42.7
(32.2)

42.7
(32.2)

54, 0

(44.2)

54.0
(5''. 6)

72.0
( 55.7)

72.0
(55.7 )

1.1 20.3
(16.9)

29.0
(24. 8)

28.

1

(21.4)

51. 8

(42. 0)

40.3
(34. 2)

64.5

(75.5)

36.

1

(27.0)

51.7
(39,6)

48. 4

(38.9)

65.2

(65,2)

60.9
( 46.8)

87.0
(63.5 )

1.2 18.0

(14.7)

34.6
(30.6)

28. 3

(19.6)

61,5
(55.0)

38,0
(31.9)

78.0
( 102.)

32.0
(23.7)

62.2

(49.2)

44,8
(35,3)

77.8
(84.2)

54,0
(40.9)

104.

(85.0)

1.3 16.4
(13.2)

40.6
(37. 6)

24.9
(18. 4)

72.1

(71.0)

36.4
(30.3)

91-5
(135.)

29.2
(21,4)

72.

1

(61. O)

42.0

(32.8)

91.2
(108.)

49.2
(36.9)

122.

(105.)

15. 5

(12.1)

47.0
(46. 6)

23,9
(17. 6)

85.0

(91.5)

35.2
(29.2)

106.

(176.)

^'27.2 :

(19.8)

83.5
(76.0)

39.8
( 31.0)

106.

(138.)

45.9
(34.1)

141.

(131.)

1.5 14.4
(11.3)

54.0
(57.5)

23.0
(17.0)

96.0
(118.)

34.1
(28.3)

121.

(227.)

25.6
(18.7)

96.0
(95.0)

38.2
(29.7)

122.

(175.)

43.2
(32.0)

162.

(l62.)

1.6 13.7
(10.8)

61.5
(70.6)

22.3
(16.5)

109.

(148.)

33.2
(27.6)

167.

(288.)

24.4
(17. 8)

109.

(117.)

37.2
(28.7)

137.

(219.)

41.1
( 30. 6)

185.

(200.)

Note: 1* Values in the bracket are from Table XlVpf IS:;,456-1964.
,

2* A eroaslmtcbedpdge indicates that the slab continues across or is fixed at the support, an unmarked

edffe indicates suwort at which torsional resistance is neglected.



TABLE 4: NEGATIVE (SUPPORT) MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR DESIGN OF TWO-WAY R. C. SLAB WITHOUT
PROVISION OF TORSION REINFORCEMENTS AT DISCONTINUOUS EDGES

1 /I m'
y X X

m' m'
y X

tn'y mx m'y m'y

0. 6 43.5 43. 5 63.9 12.8 64.0 15.3 100. 20.0
( 32.6) (30. 6) (69.1) (09.0) (58.0) (10.1) (104.) (13.4)

0.7 32.6 32. 8 47.0 14.4 47.0 18.4 73.5 22. 5

( 21.3) (22.0) (41.2) (09.9) (37.0) (11.8) (61.6) (14.9)

0. 8 20. 5 27.0 36.0 16.4 35.9 23.0 56.2 25.7
( 15.7) (17.8) (27.4) (11.3) (26.6) ( 14. 6) (41.2) (17.0)

0.9 17. 2 23.7 28.4 19.2 31.4 29.2 44.5 30.0
( 12.9) (15.6) (20.2) ( 13.3) (21.1) (18.5) (30.3) (19.9)

(

36.01.0 15.3 21. 6 23.0 23.0 27.0 •36.0 36.0
(11.2) (14.4) (16.0) (16.0) (18.0) ( 24. 0) (24.0) (24.0)

1.1 14.0 20. 1 19.4 27.8 24.2 43.2 30.5 43.5
( 10.2) (13. 6) (13.5) (19.7) (16.1) (31.1) (20.2) (29.5)

1.2 13.2 19.0 17.3 33.2 22.3 52.

1

27.0 51.8
( 09. 6) (13.2) (11.9) (24.6) (14. 6) ( 41.3) (17.S) ( 37. 0)

1.3 12.5 .18.2 15.7 38.9 21.0 61.

1

24.6 60.8
(09.1) (12.9) (10.8) (31.0) (14.1) ( 53.9) (16.2) (46.4

12.0 17.6 . 14.

6

.

o 19.9
*

00o
c-

22.9 70.5
( 08.8) (12.6) (10.1) ( 38. 8) (13.6) ©6.5) (15.1) (58. 3)

11.5 17.1 13.8 51.7 19.1 81.5 21.6 81.0
(08.6) (12.4-) (09. 6) (51.5) (13.2) (89.0) (14.4) (72. 6)

1.6 11.1 16.6 13.1 59.0 18.4 92.6 20.6
(08.5 ) (12.3) (09.2) (61.6) ( 12.9) ai2.

)

(13.8) (91.0)

2, A crosshatched edge indicates that the slab continues across or is fixed at the support, an unmarked
edge indicates support at which torsional resistance is neglected*
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Case 2 s <_ 0.75

m
X

24 .

2 ^ m’ = 16

s

m
y

24

X3-T:50s1' 5

y
= 0

s > 0.75 V

m
X

30. 7s
(2iITT ’ “x

15.35s
ro'sriT

My = 42.7 s‘
y

s <_ 0.667

m 32
'x m' 16

m
y 1-s ; n;.' =

,

0

S > 0,667

m
X u:3^ 4 «x

,,™,.27s
(2.25s~T

Biy = 54 “y* = 0

(3.21)

(3.22)
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Sase_2 s <_ 0.75

m

B1

24 .

2 » m*
X

16

s

24

T3~2r50s'T ^

y
= 0

s > 0.75

m
X

- 30.7s- . m'
’

X
_ 15.35s

(
23-1*)'

= 42.7 4' = 0

.5 s _< 0.667

m
X

12 .

_2 ’ m'
'

X

m 8
T~s ; iii'

*

y

16
—2

0

s > 0.667

m

m

108s
(T.5s-’27 m r l„.^:J7s-:

(2,25s-T

y 54 8“=
I I.;,-

(5.21)

(3.22)

0
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A s < 1

^2^§J .

2 ’ “x
= 23

_2

_ 42.67
, , 23

- Ty-2^T ’ y = B^iiT

s > 1

i42.67s „

(3s‘-27 ’ y

42.67 s^; m'

23s
r3s-2T

23

s < 0.8

.. (3.23)

46.0 23.0

17.1
ri.2-s7

^....9,2 I

(1.2s)Y-
' (3.24)
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s > 0.8

Case 6

t

s < 1

s >1

ni = 43.2s
m*
X

_ 21.6s
z ( i . 8s-l’^r ’ ~ IT. 8V-i7

i

II 54s^
1

= 36
j

J

II 72 ,

~o2
’

36

1s s

II 72
(3-2il’ 5 “y

36
T3-2sT ,

>

II 72s
T3T:32)- t m' '

X ^

;
= 36s

(35-2)'

II 72
' V'

56

(5.24)

(3.25)

: J

3.4.2 Trapesfoidal Moment i^istribution Across the Span0

ACI:318-63^ Method 2 and 3, uses traperoidal moment

distribution across the span (as shown in Pig. 3.7(a)) along-

with the torsion reinforcement at the external comers.
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Here, in this section, use of modified Hillerborg’s

Strip Method is ma,de to derive the moment coefficients simila.r

f)

to those of Method 3 of ACI: 318-63
,
with reasonable and valid

assumption.

Moment carrying capacity at top at comer is resolved,

assuming their effectiveness, in x and y directions as shown

in Pig. 3.8(i) and (ii). With this assumption, only change

to be made is in the internal work done by resisting moments

and it can be written as: (Fig. 3.8 (iii)).

6
(l+k^+k^)+ I \ ^y ^

1
+ 8 X 0.707 X X 6 = External work done ...(3.26)

Entire procedure is shown clearly below with an illustra.ttve

example of simply supported case (s £ l) with an U.D. I. (p).

Illustra,tive Example

k^ = kg = k^, = k^ = 0

It is worth noting here that,

H . . = 0 if k. or k . is non-zero
^ 3 ...(3.27)

and H. . = 0 if k. and k. are zero
10 10

Zero shear lines will be 45° at comers, as

0
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Then, from study of equilibrium of part (l)

I Vx + 2 ^ 0.707 X My X

2

1 I C-^’) X 2 X ^ ^ X (1 - 1 J ,.(3.28)

and, then

26y7 (3-2 s)

Now^ from study of equilibrium of part (2)

f ly + 2 X 0.707 X xr-| fx!
24

Using E'C^^naiion (3 * 29) in abovo and sin}.pli,fying<

( 1.5 s - 0.75;

Denoting

... (3.29)

. . (3.30)

... (3.51)

M = C qlX X ^ X

j'i =0 ql ^

y y ^ y

¥1
' = ql ‘

X lx ^ X

and F' = a,, ql '

y By ^ y

.. (3.32)

in a form quite similar to Method 3 of 101:318,63.

Tables 5 and 6 give the moment coefficients for any

live load/dead load ratio, for the case of traperoidal moment

'...is tribution and the provision of torsion reinforcement at

external comers, from the following formulate which are



TABLE 5: POSITIVE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR DESIGN OF TWO-WAY R. C. SLABS WITH
TRAPEZOIDAL MOMENT DISTRIBUTION AND TORSION REINFORCEMENT AT
EXTERNAL CORNERS.

2 2
*31

~
*1 V where q = total uniform design load (dead load + live load)

yix Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case

oo C 0.037 0.017 0.022 0.026 0.028 0.032 0.024 0.022 0. 022
• < 0. 037 0.017 0.028 0.026 0.022 0.023 0.035 0.019 0. 024

0.95 c 0. 041 0.018 0.025 0.029 0.029 0.033 0.027 0. 025 0.024
CX̂ 0. 032 0.015 0.027 0.024 0.020 0. 020 0.032 0.017 0.020

0.90 0. 045 0.020 0.027 0. 031 0.030 0.035 0.030 0.027 0.025
c^
X

0.027 0.013 0.025 0.021 0.018 0.018 0.029 0.016 0.018

0.85 0. 049 0.022 0.031 0. 034 0.031 0.036 0.033 0.031 0. 026
0.022 0.012 0.024 0.019 0.016 0. 015 0.026 0.014 0.016

0.80 c„ 0. 0 52 0.023

V

0.035 0.037 0.032 0.038 0.038 0.032 0.028

Cx 0.018 0.011 0.022 0.017 0.014 0.013 0,022 0.013 0.014

0.75 Cy 0. 056 0.025 0. 040 0.039 0.033 0. 039 0.043 0.035 0. 029

0.014 0.009 0. 020 0.015 0.012 0.011 0.018 0.013 0.012

0.70
"cT

0.060 0.027 0. 045 0. 042 0.034 0. 041 0.054 0.035 0.031
0.010 0.008 0.018 0.013 0.011 0.009 0.018 0.012 0.011

0.65 Cy 0.064 0.028 0.053 0.044 0.036 0. 043 0,059 0.039 0.032
0.007 0.007 0.016 0.011 0.009 0. 007 0.016 0.011 0.009

0. 60 Cy 0.067 0.030 0.060 0. 047 0.037 0. 044 0.064 0.042 0.033

Cx 0. 004 0.006 0.014 0.009 0.008 0.006 0.013 0.009 0. 008

0.55 0.071 0.032 0.068 0.050 0.038 0. 046 0.070 0. 046 0.035

c^ 0. 002 0.005 0.011 0.008 0.007 0. 004 0.011 0.008 0.007

0.50 Cy 0. 077 0.033 0.075 0.052 0.039 0. 047 0.075 0.049 0.036

cj 0. 000 0.004 0.009 0. 007 0.006 0. 003 0.009 0.007 0.006

Note: 1. A crosshatched edge indicates that the slab continues across or is fixed at the support, an
unmarked edge indicates a support at which torsional resistance is negligible.



TABLJE 6 : NEGATIVE (SUPPORT) MOMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR DESIGN OF TWO-WAY R. C.
SLABS WITH TRAPEZOIDAL MOMENT DISTRIBUTION AND TORSION REINFORCE-
MENT AT EXTERNAL CORNERS.

/ 2 ^ 2
q I

3J.
I My. = q ly. where q = total uniform design load (dead load +live load)

r~— I , P-—» r //JJ -

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Cas e 9

1.00 *^Ny 0.033 0.052 0. 056 0.078 0. 033 0.044

CNx 0,033 0.056 0.052 0.078 0.037 0. 033

0.95 CNy 0.037 0.057 0. 058 0.082 0. 037 0.047

^Nx 0, 030 0.053 0. 047 0.074 0.035 0.030

0.90 ^Ny 0. 040 0.063 0. 060 0.086 0.041 0.050

'^Nx 0.027 0.051 0.042 0.069 0. 032 0.027

0.85 <^Ny 0.043 0.068 0. 062 0.090 0. 046 0.053

Cnx 0.024 0.048 0.038 0.064 0.029 0.024

0.80 ^Ny 0. 047 0.073 0. 064 0.094 0.052 0.056
— •‘'‘y

Cnx 0.021 0.044 0.033 0.059 0. 025 0.021

0.75 Cj^y 0.050 0.078 0.067 0.098 0. 053 0.058

^Nx 0.019 0.041 0.029 0.052 0. 029 0.019

0.70 CNy 0.053 0.084 0.069 0.102 0. 054 0.061

Cnx' 0.016 0.037 0.026 0.037 0, 026 0.016.

0.65 CNy 0.057 0.089 0.071 0.105 0.060 0.064

^Nx 0.014 0.032 0.022 0.032 0. 022 0.014

0.60 Cjyfy 0.060 0.094 0. 073 0.109 0.065 0.067

CnI 0. 012 0.027 0.019 0.027 0.019 0.012

0.55 CNy 0. 063 0.099 0. 076 0.113 0.071 0.069

CivtNx 0. 010 0.023 0.016 0.023 0.016 0.010

0.50 CNy 0. 067 0. 104 0.078 0.117 0.076 0.072

Cnx 0. 008 0.019 0.013 0.019 0.013 0.008

Note: 1. A crosshatched edge indicates that the slab continues across or is fixed at the support,

unmarked edge indicates a support at which torsional resistance is negligible.
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derived using Equation (3.26) and the modified Hillerhorg

Strip Method.

.5jv§e 1* s < 1.0

C = I2r2sj,
7 26.7

...(3.53)

Cj^y - 00

£jise_2: s < 1.0

l3-2s)

I3.x2sl
30

5Ase,j7 s < 1.00

> 0.666

0 =
X 90 s

... (3.34)

45

Nx 45 s

... (3.35)

0
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s 0.666

2
C = -
X 26.66

C = 4~il^y 6.66

0 - - ^
Nx 13.T5

^Ny
~ 0

SlLse_4.: s _< 1

G
X

2
s

C = si
y 38.3

G =
Fx 19.15

C = X3r 2s2
Fy 19.15

s < 1

C
s

45

C =
y 180

^Fx
“ °

C,, = X5ri_sJ„
Ny go

C_ase 6: s < 1

X
^C3jJ4 s-1)

93“.T“'

J

1

1

2

J

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)
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s < 1

C
X

y

s ( 3 .

s

§-3-1
31.7

°Nx
~

C,, =i2-d.% 12.8

.Case 7
: s < 1

> 0.75

C = -1).

X 19. 65 s

^ 41.4

C = X.2. s..rJj.
Nx 12.8 s

^Ny“ 0

V

(3.39)

. .. (3.40)

s < 0.75

C
X 2677

C = jI
y 23.3

'Nx 13.35

C^y - 0

1

j

(3.41)
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P-ase,,. 8 2 s < 1 .

0

> 0.8

43.2 s

45 s‘

= -CJ^ 8 s-li
Nx 21.6 s

3752

s < O.i

(3.42)

38.4

C = -„,s)_

y 14.25

Ijjc 1 §72

yy 9.2

s < 1

... (3-45)

36

. . .(3.44)

lJU8r^
IS
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3.4.3 Comparison of MHSM with Codes

3.4.3.

1

Comparison with Method 2 of IS; 456-4964;

Tables 3 and 4 give coefficients for the yield (or ulti-
mate) Moments for rltimate load Intensity If it Is intended
that the factor of safety he equal to the ratio of CT" to

dgt strength and serviceability considerations {this inclu-
des use of high strength deformed bars also), and since the

assumption made in Equation (3.1) is reasonably true and err
on the safe side, the moment coefficients obtained by the modi-
fied Hillerborg’s strip method can be used for working load
intensity q^, and elastic design stresses. These coefficients
which take into account the beneficial effects of plasticity
of slabs can be compared to the coefficients obtained by elastic
analysis of slabs, which consider slabs as two sets of mutually
perpendicular strips such that the intensity of load is carried
between the strips in such proportions that the deflection at
the centre of the slab is same for both the middle strips; as
in done in Method 2 of IS: 456-1964'^. The elastic method also
takes into account the correction, for torsion and comer res-
traint. Apparently, no advantage of the ductile behaviour of
slabs is taken in the design, thereby leading to high factor
of safety as compared to that- of one-way slabs. The mom.ent

coefficients derived ' here reduces this discrepancy and an .

economical design of slabs can be done by the use of the given
coefficients. In '.Tables 3 amd 4,. along with

, these values is
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given the moment coefficients of Method 2 of 13:456-1964'^ for

the cases of rectangular slabs without the use of special tor-

sion reinforcement s ,

at corners when the edges are discontinuous.

It is seen that the moment coefficients given in the Indian

Standard code of practice is conservative and for an economical

design use of the values given here is recommended alongwith

limitations on span thickness ratios given in the code.

The maximum difference in the bending moments between

the proposed coefficients and the coefficients given in Method

2 are of the order of 30 percent especially for negative moments,

while on an average the reduction in bending moment is about

20 percent. The reduced coefficients effect economy considerably

for span ratios between 0.7 and 1.4 which are practical span

ratios for two-way slabs.

I’or a conservative revision of the Indian Standard code

of practice, before full scale tests of slabs designed according

to this method is made, the present moment coefficients may be

changed in the direction towards the nroposed coefficients so

that atleast a partial advantage
,
of ductile behaviour of slabs

can be utilised in design.

3.4.3.

2

Comparison with AGI: 318-63 Method 3

Tables 5 and 6 give moment coefficients in some format

as of Method 3 of ICI: 318-63,^ for positive and negative

design moments for trapezoidal moment distribution across the

span alongwith the provision of torsion reinforcement at the
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external corners? for an ultimate load. Prom the discussion

in the previous section, these moment coefficients can he used

for the working load, such that the factor of safety is guaranteed

to he atleast strength and serviceability consi-

derations.

It is evident from Table 7, that Bfethod 3 of ACI; 318-63^

do not take full advantage of the ductile beha.viour (Pig, 3.1)

in the design, and thus it is leading to higher factor of safety

as compared to MHSM.

Method 3 of ACI; 318-63^, employs three tables for the

design of slabs, for positive moments under dead load, positive

moments under live load and negative moments under dead plus

live load, leading to complicated, cumbersome and conservative

design process. IWiile, coefficients presented here are only in

tv/o tables, one for the positive moments and the other for the

negative moments, assuring serviceability at working loads as

discussed in the following section 3. 4. 4. Tables 5 and 6 are

valid for any live load / dead load ratios less than or equal

to two.

men the coefficients, given here in Tables 5 and 6 are

used for the design purposes by ¥SD, the limitations specified

in AOI; 318-63^ for the span / thickness ratios for panels

with the different boundary conditions, are to be satisfied. ^

Depending upon the live ..load./ dead load ratio, the

maximum difference in the bending moments as computed from
'



TABLE 7; V^UES OF FACTOR OF SAFETY FOR MHSM'wITh" TRAPEZOIDAL MOMENT DISTRIBUTIONAND TORSION REINFORCEMENT AT EXTERNAL CORNERS.

V

^rrjrr/ryrr/// 1

Case 1

• o o 1.93
(1.86)

0.95 1.93
(i.9n

0.90 1.93

(1.98)

0. 85 1.93

(2.05)

0. 80 1.93

(2,15)

0.75 1.93

(2.18)

0.70 1.94

(2. 29)

0.65 1.94

(2. 36)

0. 60 1.94
(2.44')

0.55 1.94

(2. 54^

0.50 1.93
(2. 63)

Case 2 Case 3

1.92

(2. 60)

2.25

12.35)

1.92

(2.62)

2.27

(2.31)

1.92

(2. 64)

2.29

(2. 34}

1.92

(2. 69)

2.31

(2. 31)

1.92

(2.62)

2.34

(2.31)

1.92

(2.56)

2. 38

(2.29)

1.92

(2.53)

2.43

(2. 26)

1.92

(2. 50)

2.49
(2. 23)

1.92

(2. 43)

2. 55

(2.16)

1.92

(2. 39}

2.60

(2.13)

1.92
(2. 37}

2. 65
'2. 10)

Case 4 Case 5

2.24
(2.11)

2.21

(2.28)

2.26

(2.11)

2.22

(2. 28)

2.29
(2.13)

2.22

(2. 26)

2.31

(2. 14)

2.23

(2. 28)

2, 34

(2.15)

2, 24

(2. 25)

2.36
(2. 13)

2. 24

(2. 22)

2.37
(2.14)

2. 25

{Z. 21)

2.39

(2.14)

2.25

(2. 19)

2,40

(2.14)

. .2. Z5 .

(2. 18)

2.42
(2.L'^ :

-

2.26

(2. 15)

,

:2.44:

'

2. 25

(2. 14)

Case 6 Case 7

2.07

(2.03)

1.99

(2.01}

2.07

(2. 01)

1.98

C2. 04}

2.08

(2.10)

1*98

(2. 04)

2.08

(2.12)

1.98

(2.07)

2. 09

(2.17)

1.98

^.0 9)

2.09

(2.17)

1.98

(2.12)

2.09

C2.19)

2.15

(2.16)

2.10

(.2.19)

2,17

(2.18)

2.10
(Z. 21)

2.20

(2.21)

2.10

(2.21)

2.22

(2. 25)

2.10

(2.25)

2.24

(2.28)

Case 8 Case 9

1.92

(2. 39)

2.27

(2.3§)

1.94
12.35)

2.28
(2. 36)

1.97

(2.35)

2. 29

(2.37)

2.00

(2. 34)

2.30
(2. 39)

2.04

(2. 3$
2.31

(2.33)

2. 05

(2. 31)

2.31

(2 . 29)

2.06

(2. 26)

2. 32

(2.30)

2.07

(2. 22)

2.32

(2. 27)

2.08

(2. 16)

2.33
(2.27)

2. 09

(
2. 12)

2.33
(2.25)

2. 09

C2. 08)

2.34
(2.21)

Note:l: Values in the bracket are for ACI:318-*63 Method 3 for live load/dead load ratio = 1,0

2. A crosshatched edge indicates that the slab continues across or is fixed at the support,

an unmarked edge indicate support at which torsional resistance is negligible*
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Tables 5 and 6, and Method 3 of ACI: 318-63^, will vary between

15 percent to 30 percent for the positive and nega.tive moments.

Coefficients given in Tables 5 and 6 v/ill effect an overall

economy of minimum of 10 percent.

3.4.4 Serviceability Checks

'Alien the R. C. slab is designed b^/ an ultimate strength

theory like yield-line theory or modified Hillerborg’s strip

method, a separate check is necessary to ascertain the satis-

factory behaviour of the slab at working load for cracking

and deflection v^rill make the slab unserviceable for an occupancy

3. 4. 4.1 Cracking

The design process suggested in 3.4.3, uses 'Inelastic

Analysis -Elastic Design' approach. With the 'Elastic Design

(WSD),' the tension in the concrete is neglected. This is quite

a conservative assumption at working loads, because for the

same deformation the moment carrying capacity of the section is

comparatively more than for the WSD; or for the same moment,

deformations are less. (Eig. 3.9). This can be shown by

-
^^yield

as derived below with suitable

assumptions.

Assuming

where
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Now, frora Equation ( 3 . 1 ), dropping K,

M . _
M , . =workmg

. (3.45)

Using WSD,

d =
M

V
working

/ RBV ^sy
(3.46)

where B

R

= width of the slab

= Ski. M ”1
,

^b Bermissible bending stress in concrete in

compression

n
1

Ratio of a neutral axis for the balanced section

(WSD) and the effective depth of slab.

Putting Equations (3.45) and ( 3 . 46 ); in ( 3 . 44 ),

3t
Sield
0.81 0^, tr-

st sy
(3.4?)

Now, It is possible to determine the depth of neutral axis (nd)

at the time of cracking using gross-transformed section as,

B (kd ) _^

nd
+ (m - 1 ) A . d

B(]£d) + (m-1) A
'st
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wnere k - Ratio of overall thickness of the slab to the

effective depth (approximately = 1.2)

m = Modular ratio ( = 2800 / 3 for IS: 456- 1964 '^)

Putting Equation (3.47) in above,

Bk^

nd

grst
jv ^

Ek CTst

O^y RB + (m-1) RB

*^st sy

p /ysp

^y^‘ • <-’> y»T
n

8 i rr* r

. (.- 1 )
R

o.'8ra^;

Now, = Moment at cracking

r r 1
cr L. 2

Using Equations ( 3 . 45 ) and (3.47) in above

[| (£-n)(E - |) + (bwi)

(3.48)

A
tst

M
a:cr

[ i ( k-n ) ( k- I )^ + ijn- U. (

1

CTsy
" 2 ^— -'v--

5
V r (1- f) J

(3.39)

where - Tensile strength of concrete

I'Or IS; 456-1964 "^, Equation (5-.45) takes the form

M
working ^Vield ^*96' - 0,510 M,

yield (3-50)
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Illustrative Example

Eor (T ,
= 2600 MCg/cm^

sj

CTg-t
= 1400 Kg/cm^

Oil, = 50 Kg/cm^ for M. 150 (18:456-1964^)

establish the 11 - II . , relation,or yield

m = 19, assume K = 1,2,

7
R = 8.67 for 14.150 concrete and above

mentioned steel stresses

then,

n =

1:44 /140^ , .p / 8.67
2 ' ,1“'F,67

1.2 / 1400
J 8767

4- 18 J.67
O.B'l ¥’1400

= 0.64

Substituting this in Equation (3.49)

12 r 1

2‘g00 i- 2 ( 1.2 0.64) (1.2 - 0.21)

+ X (1-0.21) J ^^yield

0-552 Veld

The results have been plotted in Rig. 5.9? for non-

dimensional moment-curvature relationship, using the fact

that usually the flexural rigidity in the uncracked region

is approximately three times the. value for the cracked region.
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In ilig. 3. 95 hatchcd area shows the r.argin for serviceability

or for increased moments by about 12 percent. It is also known

fact that the thickness of slab will be less for ultimate strength

design (USb) compared to the WSf. Thus, the WSD i.e. 'Elastic

Design’ is better for the serviceability.

If at a particular point in the slab, the elastic moment

in the slab is more than that from the ICHSM, then it will be taken

case of, by the margin of the WSD (Dig. 3-9).

71
Moreover, the v/orst combinations considered usually

in the 'Elastic inalysis-Elastic Design’ to compute the maximum

bending moment at the critical sections due to live loads, will

occur rarely during the life of the structure. Again, as dis-

cussed in chapter 1, the magnitudes of the live loads which is

a random variable specified by the codes are quite conservative

in the deterministic format. Thus the probability of the occu-

10 71
ranee of specified magnitude and the actual worst combination

for the occupancy of the floor panel will be very less. So, for

this probability, if the deformations are allowed, within the

permissible crack width criteria (Dig. 3.11), for very few times

during the life of the structure, it will be quite a rational

and justified allowance.

3. 4.4.

2

Deflections

Erom the previous section it is. quite clear that the

thickness required by the WSD is more than that for the USD,
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With this and code provisions for the minimum thickness require-

ments from stiffness viewpoint are quite sufficient measures

to guaird against an excessive deflection at the working loads.

Except Baikov^ in his hook (following strictly U.S.S.R.
2code ) no other codes are specifying the limits on span/thiclrness

ratios for the structural lightweight concrete slabs.

Tests conducted by Rozvany^^, Clyde and Sharpe^® limer'^^

and Univ, of 111. group have been used to verify the limited

deflection at working loads for the use of the lilHSM for the uni-

form moment distribution across the span, and it is observed that

the deflections at working loads are quite below the permissible

values. Here, the case of the simply supported square slabs tested
5'6

y Rozvany is presented to illustrate and emphasize the point,

Rozvany’s Tests
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Computations for IVIHSM

For the factor of safety of 1.96 as discussed earlier,

\ = 76.5 Ibs/sft.

?ig. 3.9 shows the load deflection curve for the slab

tested with the abovementioned details, From Fig. 3-10, it is

q,uite clear that at = 76.5 Ibs/sft^the deflection observed

by Rozvany is very very less.

Thus, it is shown in 3.4.4. t and 3.4.4. 2 that the JVIHSM

satisfies the serviceability check. However, it is very diffi-

cult to comment upon the cracking and deflections for lESM, when

the live load / dead load ratio is very high (more than 2), with-

out any experimental evidences. It should be emphasized here,

correctly that the previous discussion is strictly for short-

time loading, and hence it is very difficult to comment upon

the validity of the BfflSM for the long-time loading and its effects

like creep deformations etc.

3.4.5 Examination of MHSM in the light of theory of limit analysis

Due to the presence of strain-hardening of the reinforce-

ment, the membrane action, the discrete location and the ortho-

tropy of the reinforcement, none of the yield criteria.- known

to-day cannot be satisfactorily and successfully applied to the

cure of the R.C. slabs. (Fig. 3.12).
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23Johansen in his yield-line theory assumes that the

kinking of the reinforcement on an inclined yield-line
5

due

to the presence of the twisting moments, is neglected as the

yield-line theory employs an approxim.ation based on the use

of vectors. Even with such a basic assumption and approxi-

mation, the slabs designed by the yield-line theory have shown

satisfactory performance, both at the v/orking loads and the

ultimate loads. This is due to the presence of fantors out-

lined earlier in this section.

Prom Pig. 3.6, it seems prima facie that the yield cri-

teria is violated with the IViHSM moment distribution. It has

been shown by Crawford that the moment distribution by Hiller-

borg' s strip method is offering very poor lower bound on the

collapse load, leading to the following statement. Moment

distribution by Hillerborg's strip method is quite an oversafe

distribution, giving excessively high design moment values, Thus

the discrepancy between the I'HISIld and the actual moment distri-

bution at the ultimate loads will be very less and it will be

nullified by the presence of factors outlined earlier here.

Similar to MHSI.!, the practice in U.S.S.R. is to consider

a yield-line at the corner .at 45°, irrespective of the boundary

conditions of the adjacent edges meeting at the corner^’ It

a3-sb::assumes
‘

33

Mg = 2
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as assumed in the fflSM. Por MSM, advantages of the membrane

action and the strain-hardening of reinforcement are neglected.

In U.S.S.R. 5

^’^ membrane (compressive, mainly) action is exploited

and the collapse load is increased by 10 percent or 20 percent,

or for the same collapse load, moments are reduced by 10 percent

or 20 percent depending upon the boundary conditions of the

panel, i'ig. 3.13 shows the range of the coefficient of the ortho-

tropy for the U.S.S.R practice, Method 2 of IS;456-1964'^ and

MHSM. Rue to the difficulties encountered, in incorporating the

membrane action and strain-hardening of the r einforcement, design

procedures with the use of IffiSM, neglects these factors partially

on safe side.

As it has been discussed earlier in chapter 1 ,
the ’Elas-

tic Analysis - Elastic Design’ as developed strictly by mxathema™

tical theory of elasticity exhibited excessive safety, when so-

designed slabs were tested to failure. Compared to the theory?’

of elasticity, if the theory of plasticity is used for an elasto-

plastic material like R.C. slabs, satisfying plastic flow rule,

equilibrium, mechanism conditions, yield criteria etc., then it

will also lead to the same fate as the theory of elasticity had.

Research workers are so strict in mathematical compliance of the

various factors of the theory of plasticity. To sight an exam-

ple, Wood'^^ criticizes very strongly on Hillerborg’s strip

method (which is Imown to offer very poor lower bound) for the



I
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discontinuity in the moment field etc. That way, Johansen’s

yield-line theory is also worth dumping in a garbage h in as

the twisting or kinking of the reinforcement along the yield-

line is neglected. Even with this discrepency the yield-line

theory has proved excellent for the satisfactory behaviour at

the working and ultimate loads and it is worth using. Nature

has its own laws (yet unknown) for the case of the R.C.slab

and does not know either theory of elasticity or theory of

plasticity. Once the designer is strictly in the domain of the

mathematical part of any of the above theories, he forgets the
k .

physical problem completely (may be due to pooir knowledge avai-

lable at present), and tries to satisfy each and every require-

ments of the theory for the mathematical model. This entire pro-

cess leads to an oversafe and ultimately uneconomical design

solution.

looking to the uncertainties in the exact -yield criteria

for the R.G.slab with the orthotropic reinforcement, compressive

membrane action and the plastic theory in its quite simple form

in use in U.S.S.R. When B.5HSM satisfies the requirements of

minimum amo-unt of safety (optimal safety), strength and service-

ability considerations, lERSM which is very close to the method

used in U.S.S.R. ’ can be straightaway recommanded for the

design of the two-way R.C.
,

slabs, with the restriction on span/

thickness ratio.
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3.4.6 Curtailment of Negative Reinforcement

Codes do not, explicitly specify the curtailment of the

negative reinforcement for different boimdary conditions. Here,

with the help of recommendations are made for quantities

and 1^ ; which represent the lengths of negative re-

inforcement for various cases as shown in Tables 4 and 6,

L. = 0.21 1 f 0.5 Jil
1 X

Lo = 0.25 h +- 0.5 AL
® ^ ... (3.50

= 0.21 ly 0.5 il

= 0.25 ly + 0.5 A1

where il is the anchorage length specified by the relevant code,

{Subject to a minimum of three times the effective depth

of the slab, as recommended by the Swedish code ,)

3,5. OPTIMUM SARETY BY TEE USE OP IHSM

The factor of safety thy the use of MHSB/I, is guaranteed

to atleast the ratio ^gy/ which satisfies the requirements

of various codes of practice like 13:456-1964'^, ACI;318-63^ etc.,

as can be seen from the coii5)arative values of present design me-

thods of these codes,, from Table 2 and 7 and it is in parity with

those of one-way slabs, two-way slabs, simply supported slabs

etc. Acceptable behaviour at the working loads regarding crack-

ing^ deflection etc. is also assured by considering pe.rmissible

crack width criteria, limit on span/thickness ratio and results

of tests conducted by research workers. With the MHSB5, yield



OHiPTER 4

OPTIMAL DESIGN OE TWO-WAY SLABS EOR STRENGTH

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 3, optimal design of two'-way slats for uniform

safety was discussed with the use of straight reinforcements in

strips or bands of specific width. T^e concept of moment redis-

tribution due to plasticity was assumed. In this chapter, the

design of two-way slabs such that all points in the slab yield

simultaneously, is considered. This necessitates the use of

"^®'^Table reinforcement, although not necessarily orthogonal in

curvilinear coordinates. This is done such that the minimum re-

inforcement is obtained both from elastic and plastic theories.

Although such slabs may cost more due to fabrication if done

individually, if multiple slabs of the same dimensions are to be

manufactured (precast or cast in situ)
, considerable economy may

be expected by use of mass production techniques. It should be

noted however, optimal design for uniform strength, is a particu-

lar case of optimal design with respect to safety* The converse

is not necessarily true. It has been, studied in the chapter 1 ,

that the provisions of the codes for the two-way slabs result

in the excessive safety. This is due to the recommanded uniform

(uniform, in the sense of constant, value) values of design moment
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equal to the most critical values of moments (positive and

'negative) found hy the elastic analysis. Md the two-way slabs

designed on this basis, due to the redistribution of forces

exhibit the excessive safety and reserve strength. Rational

safety (optimal safety) can be attained by avoiding this reserve

strength and the cause, redistribution of forces. This is possible

by having the strength varying from point to point and equal to
''

the elastic < (or an optimum plastic) stress field. Idea of hav-

ing varying strength from point to point leads to the concept of

uniform (or optimal) strength.

4.2 CONCEPT OP UNIPOEM (OPTIMA) STRENGTH

Uniform strength of the two-way slab is very similar to

the uniform strength of a beam, and it is assured by the propor-

tional variations in the resistance and the stress field (moments)

at a point in the^slab. Por reinforced concrete slabs, with rea-

sonable assumptions, a bending moment (M) in the particular direc-

tion at a point can be considered as a function of the thickness

of the slab (t) at the point and the area of steel (A . ) at the
, , ,

.
. S V „

point in the direction of the bending moment or it can be written

as

M = M (t, Ag^) ..... (4.1)

Por getting the slab of an uniform strength, t and A^^

in Equation (4.1) should vary from point to point to match the

stress field. But it is very difficult to va.ry both these; ;fact.o.-3rs
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simultaneously due to difficulties encountered in the analysis

and design. So, t or is assumed uniform all over the plate

from the stiffness (or economy) criterion or the ease with the

use of fabric reinforcements respectively.

4.2.1 Thicloaess of Slab Varying: Reinforcement Uniform

WoBTi the reinforcement is uniform all over the slab, then

in Equation (4.1) t will vary from point to point. [This has been

1 P)
dealt by Brotchie

; by the elastic theory. Optimal plastic de-

sign, using Heymen's theorem and Prager and Shield's necessary 't

and sufficient conditions, will be extremely difficult due to

the complexies involved in the search of the virtual displacement

field, which will satisfy uniform strain-field requirements for

an optimal plastic design to exist.

The slabs with varying thiclcness from point to point will

be '-architecturally excellent flooring systems, but it will- in-

crease the formwork cost and affect the economy very ba,dly.

4.2.2 Thickness of Slab, Uniform: Reinforcement Varying

Eor the uniform strength of the slabs, if the thickness

is kept uniform and determined from some other' criteria'; like

:stiffness (to avoid excessive deflection at the working loads),

economy etc.,; then the varying reinforcement (from point to

point) layout with an orthogonal straight reinforcement can

be had by the elastic theory and the optimal plastic design.
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In certain cases curvilinear reinforcement layout have resulted

in less volume than the one with orthogonal straight reinforce-

ment layout. In some cases this type of layout may not be prac-

tical. It is worth noting here that the optimal pla.stic design

offers the absolute minimum volume of reinforcement compared

to the elastic theory, and the reinforcement layouts in both the

cases will be totally different- from each other.

Variable reinforcement layout will increase the labour

cost, but this will be q_uite secondary and insignificant due to

considerable material savings for the large repetitive work like

mass housing projects etc. This layout, if found using the elas-

tic theory will improve the performance the two-way slabs at the

working loads and ultimate loads, as yielding occurs simultane-

ously at all points on the slab,

4.3 MINIMUM REINfORCEIvIBNT USING ORTHOGONAl STRAIGHT REINEORCEI/IENT
LAYOUT BI ELASTIC THEORY

It will be shown later in this chapter that the minimum

volume of reinforcement is the one, resulted by providing the

reinforcement varying from point to point. Here, in this study

only orthogonal straight layout of the reinforcement will be con-

sidered, however a non-orthogonal reinforcement layout results

in some case less volume of the reinforcements.

Assumptions and limitations of this minimum volume of

the orthogonal straight reinforcement layout varying from point

to point, are:
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(1) Depth of the R. C. slab is kept constant and foiind by

some other criteria like stiffness reqtiirenients,

minimum cost etc.

(2) Constraints of the minimum required reinforcements

for the temperature and shrinkage effects have been

relaxed. However, Charret^^ and Kaliszlcy^^ consider

this requirement in their optimization processes for

two-way reinforced concrete slabs.

(3) Only one loading condition i.e. uniformly distributed

load over entire area of the slab is considered to get

the minimum volume of reinforcement and corresponding

layout. If the load is other than the considered,

then the minimum volume of reinforcement ?/ill not

hold good. However, under various load combinations

one can definitely find out the minimim volume, but

the reinforcement may not be fully stressed. This

very behaviour is similar to the three—bar truss prob-

lem solved by Schmidt®"^

,

With the above-made assumptions and restrictions, it is possible

to find out the minimum volume of reinforcement. Wood^^ establi-

shes that

'The reinforcement layout varying from point to point

if it satisfies the elastic field of moments closely

at all points on the slab, then this reinforcement

layout yields near minimum (on conservative side)

obtained by the limit analysis'
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Here in this chapter, for finding out the minimum volume of

reinforcements, two approaches will he considered. Firstly,

using the elastic analysis for the slab (assuming V = O),

for all boundary conditions, the ‘’reinforcement layout’ can

be found using ¥/oodJs approach. A case of simply supported

square slabs is dealt with using this approach and its com-

parison is made with the available results by other theories.

Secondly, using the concept of plastic minimum weight of Prager

and Shield ^ and Heyman's theorem (it is discussed in detail,

later in this chapter), the search is made for getting an abso-

lute minimum volume of reinforcements in t?/o-way R. C. slabs.

Here for R.C. slabs, it is necesss^ry to satisfy the kinematic
09

requirements as proposed by Rozvany Here in the second

approach for the quick and eass?" (though correct) analysis,

Hiiierborg’s strip method is used. A case of clamped square

slabs is tried out to show the relative merit of the second

approach over the other solutions, already available.

So, in the next section, the general mode of attack for

getting the field of moments according to the theory of elasti-

city is discussed for quick and immediate reference,

4.3.1 .Moment Field According to The Theory of Elasticity

Layout in v/hich reinforcement is varying - frora point to

point in accordance with the elastic stress field can be had by
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using the field of moments according to theory of elasticity

52and Wood’s requirements for most economical reinforcement

layout.

For thin elastic plates with small deformations and assump

tions of Kirchoff’s (1850) hypothesis, the equilibrium equation

can be written as:

D w = q ... (4.2)

where w = w(x,y)

= downward deflection

Talcing

oo

w(x,y) =S f (y) 0 (x) ... (4.5)
m=1,2

and this should satisfy boundary conditions for x = 0, a, and

y = + b/2.

Exact solution of above Equation (4.2) is not possible

for all types of rectangular panels shown in Fig. 4.1 except for

type 1 and type 2.

levy (1899) suggested taking the solution of the form

,

.

'CO',' V:.

w(x,y) = i Sin ^ ... (4.4)

From above it is very clear that it automatically satisfies the

boundary conditions at x = 0, a, 112 ( 7 ) has to satisfy the botin-

dary conditions at y = + b/2, as shown below.



PANEL TYPPANEL TYPE 3
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(i) Simply supported edges

\ ^/2) = 0

2
^ 7

(±13/25 = 0

dy^

(ii) Clamped edges

(4.5)

(+ b/2) = 0

-a^(ib/2 )= 0

( 4 . 6 )

It is to be noted here that Y^(y) is h3/perbolic function in y

direction of the form

Vy) =
ynih^y^ + ••• (4.7)

where

\ y) Slnh J5sy
___ (4..8)

c?.

and

Ymp(y) for U.D.L. q

Sinh + 2(1 Cosh
|

(4.9)

Using Equations ( 4 . 8 ) and (4.9) In Equation (4.7), and putting

it in Equation (4.4), one can; gefi very easily displacement field.

2a^q
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Moment field then can he found from

M
y

M
xy

-D ( ^ + y

-D (

a^w

ay"

D (1 -:P)

a^w

0y^

,
a^w

V “ p

a^w
8x8y

( 4 . 10 )

,

where D = flexural stiffness of the plate

Eh^

12(1-V^)

)^= Poisson's ratio

( •V= 0 for R,C, slabs)

h = thickness of the plate

E = Modulus of Elasticity of the plate material (i.e,

concrete)

Eor panels type 3, t3?pe 4 zand type 5 exact solution is

not possible to get. So, best approximate method suggested by
'

Q*::?

Kontorovitch will be dealt here. The method considers plate

to be continuous in one direction and discrete in other direction.

It is an approximate method, as it neglects corner forces.

Eor this method ^j^^Cx) is generally polynomial in x and

it has to satisfy the geometrical boundary conditions only at

X = 0, a while fjjj(y) has to satisfy following boundary conditions.
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% V2) = 0

d V£)
_

dy

Using Equations (4.11) and (4.12), one can get easily displace-

ment field and subsequently moment field.

Eor panel type 6, Rayleight-Ritz suggested an approxi-

mate metbod and the solution can be found elsewhere .

Thus, moment field (M , M and is known for all types
:

' 1 X y :

xy -

of panels shown in Eig. 4.t.

4.3.2 Conditions for Most Economical Reinforcement layout

Hillerborg in his paper, .indica.tes economical layout

of orthogonal reinforcement.. However, Wood establishes rigo-

23rously, using Johonson’s stepped yield criteria, the most
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economical layout of •rthogonal reinforcements varying from

point to point.

If at any point M^, are known then principal

moments M*^ and in x and y directions respectively can he

S Pfound as shown below? .

For bottom reinforcemeni

Generally
“*x = \ i I

“*y =
'V

"
I “xy I

( 4-. 13 )

J

If either or M*y in above equation is found to be negative,

then such a required value of reinforcement is changed to zero,

as follows

.
m 2

either +
|
-^>^

j

with = 0 (4.14)

2 .

;9r
M

M* = M +
j I

with B'f*
y y ' M ' X

jL

0 (4.15)

It is to be noted here that if in these changed Equations (4. 14)

and (4.15), the wrong algebraic sign results for M* and M* ,“
: ^ X

: y ’

then no such reinforcement
, is required.. Also, if both and

M*y are negative then no bottom reinforcement is required.

For Top Reinforcement

Gene rally M*.X

and M*

M

•V

M
xy

(4.16)

M.Xyi
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If either M* or in above equation is positive, then use
^ y

the following Equations (4.17) and ( 4 . 18),

If M*y 2 0 in Equation ( 4 .I 6 ) then

¥i
^

~
1

with = 0 ... (4.17)
"y

and if M* 2 0 Equation (4.16), then

M ^

M*y = My -
I

~
I

with = 0 ... (4.18)
X

No top reinforcements will be required, if in equations (4.17)

and (4.18), the wrong algebraic sign results or both M* andX y
in equation (4.16) are positive.

Ebr every point in the plate it is necessary to check all

the six Equations, ( 4 . 13 ) to (4.18) for safeguard against the

possible omission of any reinforcement.

finding out principal moments at every points in the plate

is quite easy process. With the help of equations ( 4 . 13 ) to

(4.18), but for computing volume of total reinforcement in the

particular plate is really difficult process by these equations.

For this Rozvany and Charret suggested with the use of .h. •

'

:
^

,
'V:'' :

Nielsen's linearised yield criteria, which is essentially same

as that of Johnson’s stepped yield criteria, the expression

for total reinforcement volume ¥ for an' R.G^ plate, as shown

below
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V
s

where d constant

4.3.3 'Isomoms' and their Importance

Isomom is defined here a,s a line joining equal moments

or as obtained from :©quations (4.13) to (4.18).

Isomoms can be best used to determnne the theoretical

curtailment of bars excluding the anchorge length required by

the codes, reinforcement in form of strong and weak bands can

be recommanded with the help of Isomoms. Using Equation (4.13)

M*^ and have been computed for a simply supported square

slab and variations have been shown in Eig. 4.2 with the help

of ' Isomoms *

.

4.3.4 Solution for Simply Supported Square Slabs

Now, expressing the total volume of reinforcements for

the moment field shown in Eig. as

V
s (4.20)

then c = 1.42 in this particular case. In Table 8 values

obtained by different research mforkers for orthogonal varying

reinforcement layout, of c have been given for a comparative
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TalDle 8; DIFFERENT VilUES OF c FOR DIFFERENT APPROACHES

Values of C;, the coefficient to measure the total volume of

reinforcements for simply supported square slab under uniformly

distributed loads only.

(1) One-way action or two-way

action with constant equal

distribution^^ c = 2.00

(2) Membrane solution^^ c = 1,75

(3) Curtailed optimum Hillerborg's

strip method^*^ c = 1.5

(4) Optimum Elastic Solution^^ n = 1.375

(5) Elastic Solution presented here c = 1.42

(6) Absolute Minimum^^ (Optimum

Plastic Design) c = 1.25

(7) Uncurtailed Optimum

Hillerborg's strip Method^^ c = 2-10

(8) Uncurtailed yield -line

theory solution^*^ ;c i= . :2.25;';

(9) IS: 456-1964 Method 2^

(10) AGI: 318-1957 Method 3^ c = 1.66

(11) CP: 114-1957®' c = 3-90
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4.3.5 Comparative Study with Other Solutions

It can he seen from Table 8, that the minimum reinforce-

ment (obtained by optimum plastic design) is the least and. the
«

value obtained for the optimum elastic solution obtained by

53Wood near to the absolute optimum (approximately by 10 percent).

Detailed discussion focussing conservatism of the codes

etc. can be found 1 in 4.3.3.

4.4 MINIMUM EEINFORGEMEFT USING ORTHOGONAL STRAIGHT REINPOROE5/IBNT
LAYOUT BY OPTIMUM PLASTIC THEORY

4.4.1 Optimum Plastic Design

Here, firstly the concept of plastic minimum weight

design, as proposed by Prage r and Shield^^ considering uniform

strains everywhere, in the structure to be optimized, will be

shown by considering the case of an indeterminate beam, Heyman' s^®

theorem with an assumption that bending moment is ]proportional

to the cross-sectional area, can be used to arrive at the mini-

mum weight solution (Fig. 4.3) with the assumption made above,

V = / |Ml dx ... (4.21)

where Y = total wt. of the beam.

Of infinite number of designs corresponding to infinite

number of bending moment diagrams, one will have the minimum

weight.

Conditions, that minimum weight design has to satisfy.

are

:



rMm-'A
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(i) Equilibrium

(ii) Kinematic condition

(iii) Yield criteria should not be violated

(i) and (iii) can be easily satisfied, but for (ii) according

58
to Heyman's t|ieorem the curvature k will be constant, and

its relation with moment (for min. weight design) can be seen

in Pig, 4.4*

Using Heyman’s theorem, for the fixed beam of span L and

with a uniformly distributed load of w per unit run, volume of

the beam corresponding to absolute minimum weight with depth

as constant, is computed in Pig. 4.5(a). Por better comparison

moment volumes for the prismatic beam, in the elastic range

and, in the plastic range with w as collapse load is computed,

as shown in Pig. 4.5(b) and (c) respectively.

Phis clearly established that absolute minimum volume is

half of the plastic design, and is quite economical.

4.4.2 necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Minimum (absolute)
Reinforcemant

In reinforced concrete slabs, area of reinforcement is

proportional to bending moment. However, in this case depths

in both directions are assumed to be uniform and constant. With

this assumption, one can easily write that volume of reinforce-

ment of the R.C. slab as:,,

Vg = a // + iM*yl ,] dxdy ( 4 . 22 )
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pp
or it can be expressed as shown by Rozvany Equation (4.19)

Op
Rozvany establishes the necessary condition for

¥ to be minimum as follows:
s

and

In region

in region

= 0 or

Rg : = iM^y!
(4.23)

These -regions and Rg should not be confused with R^ and

of Hillerborg’s strip method. and R
2
regions can be seen

op RQ
in Fig- 4 . 6 . Rozvany with the help of Prager and Shield"^^

also establishes the sufficient condition of kinematic require-

ments for the minimum reinforcement design solution, with the

principal moments parallel to the reinforcement as:

either k
j

= k and Ik
|

< k
X J

—

(4.24)

or |ky| = k and [k^j < k

This concept of R^ and R^ by neutral lines (different from zero

shear lines of Hillerborg's strip method) and the Kinematic

conditions shown in Equation (4.24). will be used to optimize

the reinforcement by the author for clamped square slab, later

in this chapter.

Displacement field for minimum vol-ume for simply supported

rectangular slabs as shown in Fig. 4.6 it does not satisfy exact

kinematic requirements in the neighbourhood of comers. This is

possibly due to selection of neutral lines.
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4. 4.
3 'Yield Criteria

These have been already discussed in chapter 3.

4.4.4 Solution for Clamped Square Slabs

Clyde and Sharpe^*^ have used Hillerborg’s”^^ strip method

for all types of boundary conditions except all edges clamped

for rectangular slabs.

Here in this paper, optimal plastic design of clamped

square slab using Hillerborg's strip method and using necessary
op

and sufficient conditions stipulated by Rozvany is presented

for uneurtailed and curtailed reinforcement layouts.

Also, in clamped square slab, neutral lines coincide

with zero shear lines. Then,

R = Ro

( 4 . 25 )

Sy : ^2

R P '

Rozvany’ s kinematic requirements, (as shovwi earlier in the

paper) a,re easily satisfied, if Hillerborg's strip method is

used. Then

In R : [k
I

= k and |k_j < k

and in |ky[ = k and |k^[ _< k

unlike, simply supported rectangular or square slabs,

(4.26)



kiiicaatic reiq^irer.Gasts: are exactly- sat

,

?fc,is

phenomena is due to absence of twist at corners of clamped

square slab. Noy/j absolute minimum volumes of reinforcement

(of course proportional to volume of moments) for curtailed

reinforcements and un curtailed reinforcements, both subject

to load transfer constraint of the strip method, are considered

here. If the reinforcement is such that it can vary from point

to point, in both directions (i.e, both in length and spacing,

in finite strip simultaneously) then such a layout offers a

curtailed optimum solution. If, in finite strip v/idth length

of bars do not vary but spacings do vary, then the reinforce-

ment layout results in an uncurtailed optimum solution,-

Curtailed optimum:

Considering two different strips, AA (valid for range

0 S. X £ L/4) and BB (valid for range L/4 £ x < 1/2) of the

clamped square slab as shown in Big, 4.7,* tSinimum moment

volumes for unit vi^idth of strip AA and BB have been computed

and shown in Big, 4.8(i) and (ii) respectively.

Kow, total minimum volume of moments can be computed
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Uncurtailed optimxim;

Here, total 'minimum -volume of moments can "be computed

using moment diagrams (dotted and uniform) of fig. 4.8 (i) and

(ii).

1/4 ^ 1/2 T 3 - 2

\ = 4 / qx

+
1/2

4 /
1/4

Jll-
( 8

32x2 ^ ) dz

12 X 64 ^

Now, expressing

(4.28)

... (4.29)

where c is a constant for different approaches. Different values

of c can be fo'und in fable 9 for better comparison.

4.4.5 Comparative Study with other solutions

Similar to the study of simply supported square slab,

here also, the reinforcement volume obtained by using the

optimal plastic design concepts is the least and absolute mini-

mum. The corresponding value obtained by the elastic theory

is quite high compared to the absolute minimum,

4.5 DISCUSSION

It can be seen from the study that the reinforcement

layout corresponding to the total minimum volume of the rein-

forcements, is very complicated, and highly impractical. But
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Table 9: DIPPEEENT VALUES OF c FOR DIFFERENT AFPROACHES

Values of c, the coefficient to measure the total volum.e

of reinforcements for clamped square slab under uni-

formly distributed loads only.

(1) Curtailed Optimum Hillerborg's

Strip Method c = 1.00

(2) Uncurtailed Optimum Hillerborg’s

Strip Bffethod c = 2.58

(3) 'Discrete Elastic Solution' based

on Swedish Regulations'^"^ with

M = 0 everywhere in the slabxy

(Wood^^) c = 2.56

( 4 ) Wood's^^ approximate solution based

on finite difference technique c = 1.34

(5) IS; 456-1964^ Method 2 c = 4.96

(6) 101:318-1963^ Method 3 c = 4.31

(7) Modified Hillerborg's Strip

Method^'^ c = 3.52

c = 4,00(8) Yield line theory^^ solution

(9) CP 114: 1957^^ c 6,93
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this type of layout will save considerably where labour is

very cheap and/or precasting work and/or more repetitive type

of work (e.g. multi-storey structure with the sam.e module for

panel of slab);* This layout neglects the requirements of mini-

mum reinforcements required for the temperature and shrinkage

effects on the slab. Depth of the slab is to be fixed by arbi-

trary measure, but in next chapter it vi^ill be shown that having

known the maximum principal m.oment, this can be found for the

minimum cost criteria, however it has to satisfy the minimum

thickness requirements for the slabs.

Comparatively with less amount of reinforcements placed

in proper place and length, with little increase . inol-abotir cost,

the behaviour of the reinforced concrete slab is very much

improved with respect to cracking. This is an observed fact by
56Rozvany"^

,
who tested so optimized simply supported square

slabs. He also observed that the deflection at working load was

less than that for the slab designed by the yield-line theory

for the same thickness of the slab.

One more thing, worth noting here is that, so optimized

slabs fail like the plastic hammock. This behaviour is due tc

the fact that every point in the slab yields at the same time,

meaning thereby that there is no redistribution of forces in the

;;<ipti§nllyj?qcs;ih'fojrced siafes 7 -

Now, studying the results tabulated in Table 8 and

Table 9, it is clear that most of the codes provide for 3 to 7
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felines fexie minimum "volume of "the reinforcements. 2^1ie conserva-

tism of the codes seems to be due to oversimplification of the.

optimum requirements. Of course, it is very difficult to find

out the minimum reinforcement layout, capable enough to take

care of all possible load combinations, but it is not impossible.

Reinforcement layout with due and proper recognition to curtail-

ment and selection of proper bands (other than traditionally

defined bands) and some averaging out on conservative side will

remove this discrepancy of the codes.

It is worth mentioning here, that by selecting proper

reinforcement layout economy can be considerably affected, but

the simplicity of the layout remains. Rozvany^^ showed that

in a design of circular footing, the volume of the square mesh

isotropic reinforcement in the footing is three times that

using a spiral reinforcement layout (which is not at all diffi-

cult and unpractical). Thus, if proper care is taken in select-

ing a right type of orthogonal reinforcement layout in the case

of two-way R.C. rectangular slabs, by a proper band width, con-

servative averaging in it, a proper curtailment selection etc.

economy can be considerably affected and yet the behaviour of

the slab will improve in general.

4-6 BEHATIOUR OR SLABS ICETH MIUnilUM KEINFORCEISEFT LAYOUT

Experimental evidences show that the two-way slab with

the minimum reinforcement either by the elastic theory or by the

optimum plastic design assures the satisfactory and acceptable
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behaviour both regarding the seiviceability at the working loads?

and the warning message giving ductile behaviour at the ultimate

loads.

J-n particular? Rozvany^ tested simply supported square

slabs under the unifo3niily distributed load one with the absolute

minirnuDi reinforcement (layout corresponding to the optimum plastic

design) and the other with uniform reinforcement designed by the

yield-line theory. Pig. 5.10 shows load-deflection curves for

both the cases and it can be seen that the behaviour of the slab

with the optimal strength is better.

Ihus, optimal strength design of the t’.¥o-wa.y slabs under

one particular loading condition only, assures required service-

ability and optimal safety, however the economy is affected.

4.7 USEPDllESS OP MINIMUKt KEINPORCEMENT LAYOUTS AUD EGONOiri

APPECTED

Use of the varying reinforcement layout in its complex

form or the proper selection of strong or weak bands from the

study of 'Isomoms’, can be made in the projects involving a

repetitive 'type of construction and considerable capital inves-

tments like mass housing projects or pre-fabrication etc. Lue

to the varying reinforcement layout for such type of projects

provides a basis making trade-off between the increase in the

labour cost and the savings in the reinforcing steel.
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Rozvaxij^^ showed 6? percent savings in the reinforcement

for the circular footing for a column with an axial loa-d, by-

adopting curvilinear (spiral in this case) reinforcement layout

rather than an isotropic and orthogonal straight reinforcement

layout. For large number of repetitions, spiral reinforcement

layout, though costl3r for a single footing, will be quite an

economical proposal. Thus, for the repetitive type of work, the

economy, one 5f the basic values, will not be affected as is

feared, but on the contrary will reduce the cost to little extent.



CHiiPTER 5

OPTIMiMi DESIGN OF TWO-vfAY R.C. SLiffiS FOR ECONOIff

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In any reinforced concrete structure where the two-way

slabs have been used as a structural flooring, total cost of

the two-way slabs is nearly 40 to 45 percent of the total struc-

tural cost. This stresses the necessity of the attention to

the problem with respect to economy. Economy is used here in

the sense of the first cost. If proper care is not talcen to

design the two-way slab for minimum cost, which satisfies all

structural and design requirements, it will increase the cost

by a minimum of 5 percent. Then, due to the proper optimal

cost design not only save this minimum 5 percent directly, but

also save on designs of a supporting structure i.e, beams,

columns, foundations etc,
, indirectly. The object of this

chapter is to forgo these indirect savings and to focuss atten-

tion on the economics of the problem of the t wo-way slabs. Ex-

amples are given of the possible economy in design of slabs

using relevant codes of practice or use of Modified Hillerborg's

Strip Method (MHSM) in this cha,pter and chapter 7, with respect

to the prevailing cost in India, in, general. A review of the

mathematical formulation used for optimal cost studies by vari-

ous o authors- i's- ;sdLso-"-giv,en.A computer programme for optimum

cost studies has been developed and used for drawing conclusions.
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A flow chart of the programme is given.

The prohlem of finding the design parameters correspond-

ing to the optimal cost design, can he solved by minimizing the

cost fimction subject to problem solving constraints and code

restrictions.

5.2 COST FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINTS

Cost of the two-way R. C. slabs per unit area can be con-

sidered as ma.de up of cost of concrete per unit area, cost of

shuttering per unit area and reinforcement cost per unit area.

Som-e research workers assume the shuttering cost to be constant,

but it will not be so in the practice. For example ,uBit cost

of the shuttering
,

for 3^ x 3^ panel and 6® x 6°^ will not be

same. In later case it will be more than previous one- So, it

is assumed that the cost of the shuttering is directly proporti-

onal to the thickness. It is worth noting, here, the tendencsr of

the contractors of India, to quote for the concrete only, includ-

ing shuttering for two-way slabs, which means a thicker slab

will be costlier than a thinner slab, Nov/, the cost of the two-

way R.C. slabs per unit area is assumed to be made up, of the

cost of the concrete (including shuttering) per unit area and the

cost of the reinforcement per unit area, or it can be expressed
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where C is the overall cost of the two-wa,y slab

per unit area (Rs/m^)

is the cost of the concrete in

( Rs/m-^)shuttering per unit volume

is the cost of the reinforcing steel per

unit w't. (Rs/Kg)

Qc
is the volume of the concrete of the two-way

slab per unit area (mVm^)

Qg is the reinforcing steel of the two-way slab

per unit area (Kg/m^)

In above Equation (5.1), it is quite clear that

and

Q, Qo(t)'c '^c"
“ ... (5. 2)

where t is the overall thickness of the two-way slab.

Also, it can be assumed correctly for the known size of the

panel and the loads.

^s ^“^stmax^ (5.3)

but,

^stmax
“

"^stmax ^\ax^ (5.4)

vdiere is the area of the reinforcement per iinit ?/idth for

the moment (GmVm) and, is the absolute

maximum moment in. the panel. (Kg, cm/m)

Then, using Equa^i©»„' ( $;. and (5.4),

A
stmax A Q,

. (5.5)
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where .A is the const.ant dep6nding upon the panel size and the

load.

AleOy it can be shown that

A
stmax

M
max

. . . (5.6)

where B is the constant depending upon the permissible stress

in steel or yield stress, concrete strength, overall

depth of slab etc.

Prom Equation ('5.5) and (5.6),

t Q
s

M
max A

B . . (5,7)

So-called constant B y/ill have different values for different

thicknesses, and this behaviour is troublesome in the problem

solving. If B is assumed to be constant, then the problem is;

Minimize C = C t + 0 Cc "^s s

Subject to Q t 2 B
S

t > t .

min

Q > Q .

s — ^s rnin.

... (5.8)

where is the new coat constant for the concrete

"^min minimum thickness required by the relevant

code and

*^s min minimum reinforcements required by the

relevant code.
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One of the constraints in Equation (5..8) is non-linear..

If B is the constant in the real sense, then the problem can be

easily solved by mathematical programming, but it is not cons-

tant. Eor assumption of it being constant for the classical

solution of the problem, the entire economy considerations will

be swept away. So, the best mode of attack is the one by an ex-

haustive search for minimum cost design para^m-eters, changing B

every now and then. This is done for the working stress design

67method by tsSShaidlcar- and Sridhar Eao. '

5.3 VARIOUS DESIGN THEORIES EOR TWO-V/AY R.C. SLABS

Now it is necessary to specify, which design theory

will be used out of the two a,s;

(1) Elastic Theory (or knovn as Working Stress Method)

(a) Elastic Analysis-Elastic Design

Under this head, all codes specify moment coeffi-

cients for working loads and the design is to be

carried out by the elastic theory,

(b) Inelastic Analysis - Elastic Design

This is most popular in Scandanavian countries

like Sweden, Denmark etc. Thakkar
. and Sridhar

47Rao have suggested moment coefficients for Indian
rj

Standard Code of ,pra.ctice
, which ensures strength,

serviceability, optimum and desired safety and eco-

.nomy, too, by taking, advantages of the inelastic



analysis and the elastic design. Ihis approach

is presented in chapter 3.

(2) Ultimate Strength Theory

(a) Elastic Analysis - Inelastic Design

This approach will give advantage of the inelastic

design. Redistribution of moments, membrane action

etc, are totally ignored. Here a separate check

for the serviceability (cracking, deflection) is

necessary.

(b) Inelastic Analysis - Inelastic Design

23
Johnson’s yield line theory uses this concept.

Here in this chapter, procedures for getting optimal cost

design parameters for l(a) and 2(a) will be discussed. With little

or no modifications, procedures for 1(b) and 2(b) can be prepared.

Design procedures for 1(a) and 2(a) discussed in the

following sections, have to satisfy the relevant requirements

of the code for the minimum thickness of the two-way slab, the

minimum percentage of the reinforcements, the m.axinium spacing

between tiro-bars and the minimum clear cover to the reinforce-

ments.

5,4 OPTIMAL COST DESIGH BY ELASTIC THEORY

Various codes of practices for reinforced concrete^

specify the moment coefficients for the design of the two-way

slabs, working loads. Here in' this section Bfethod 2 of
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7
IS: 456-1964 j without the provision of torsion reinforcements

will be discussed

.

Using the moment coefficients for a given span ratio

it s , from

2

and boundary conditionsj one can easily find out M , M
,
M

X y X

and M * design moments, fromi
hJ

qi
X

m
X

M
ll

Z.
m..

I -
, and

... (5.9)

M.
( 1 -

where and J
2
may be 8, 10 or 12 depending upon the boundary

conditions of the panel, and M are the design span momentsX y
in X and Y directions respectively, M ' and' M ’ axe the designX y x
support moments in x and y directions respectively, q. is the

design load

,

ly and 1^ are the effective spans of the panel in y and x direc

tions respectively,

®^x’ ^x’ ™y coefficients specified in Method 2 of
713:456-1964 without the provision of torsion

reinforcements
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Absolute maxiinum beinding moment can be found from Equation (5.4)-

as

M
max

= M
ax

(M
,
M ,

M'
IX* 'M’yD ( 5 . 10 )

It is observed that the solution is optimal with respect

to cost, when an assumed overall thickness of the slab matches

^i'th the computed overall thickness of the slab, however subject

to the constraint of the minimum thickness requirements of the

code (Eig, 5«1). This is best illustrated by considering a.n

illustrative example.

5.4.1 Illustrative Example

J’ind out the minimum cost design solution using the

coefficients of Method 2 (without the provision of torsion re-

inforcements) of 13:456-1964^, for. two-way simply supported square

slab with the side of 5 m.
, for the live load of 1000 Kg/m^ . Use

M.150 concrete and Grade I mild steel with CJ^y =2600 Eg/cm^.

The minimum reinforcement, the minimum cover, the maximum spacing

of the reinforcements and the minimum thickness shall be governed

by relevant clauses of 13:456-1964. Take 0^ = 180.00 Rs/m^ and

Og = 1.20 Rs/Eg,

Cost function of Equation ( 5.8 ) for this example is

C = 1.80 t + 0.048 3w

where 3^ =
'^s

^ Area of the panel

(5.11)
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Minimum cost design solution, as evident from Pig,. (5.^ and (5.3)

is:

Overall slad thiclmess (t)

^stx
~
^stj

Tota.l steel per panel =
w

17.5 cms

10.56 cm^/m

408 Kg.

where

A

y

,, and A are areas of reinforcements in x and
stx sty

directions respectively.

This solution represents the miniiDuro. cost solution, as evident

also from the following discussion-

If the thickness is increased from 17.5 cms, then the

section becomes under reinforced (w.r. to the elastic theory)

and the lever arm factor (3) in the formula:

M
( 5 . 12 )

is also increased. Due to an increase in the lever a.rra fantor

Cj) and an increase in the overall thiclmess (t), the amount of

steel reduces, but not very much. Cost function (C) is also

increased considerably due to the substantial increase in the

thickness and the nominal decrease in the amount of steel..

In above Equation (5.12):, is the permissible stress

in steel in tension and d^is the effective depth of the slab

in the relevant direction.
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' ow, if the overall thickness Ct), is reduced then the
section becomes an over-reinforced one (w.r. to the elastic
theory) and the amount of the steel cannot be computed from
Equation (5.12), as the actual values of and 'j 'will be con-
siderably less than those for a balanced section. So, this will
involve the considerable amount of the steel (as it will not be
fully stressed) and the decrease in the thlctaess is very less
(fig. 5.2 and 5.3). Here, also the cost function 0 is increased
due to the substantial increase in the amount of the steel and
the nominal decrease in the thickness of slab.

It may be noted that the variations in the unit costs of
concrete and steel will not Influence the design solution obtained
for the case presented, as the cost function represented by Equa-
tion (5.1l) do not change considerably.

Ihus, iterative design solutions, where an assumed overall
thickness of the slab matches with the computed overall thickness
of "th.© slab 5 offoi" ih© inininiuni on'=!+ cirtin+n'

i

-Liixzaum cost solutions, desi;5necl by the
clastic theory.

5.5 OPTI&iAL COST DESIGN BY ULTIMATE STBENGTH THEORY

reinforced concrete is not an elastic material,
it will be quite appropriate to use a nonlinear or an inelastic
theory for the design. Here, using the ultimate strength theory,
for minimum oost various parameters are found. Approach presented
here Is based on Traum'sSS work, where the maximum design moment

;,^^,the-twovwayisl*.g.^



reinforcement in the slab is considered to be proportional to

die area of reinforcements required corresponding to the maximum

bending moment, Ihus, the -total cost function is just like

Equation (5.8).

for IS; 456-1964 7

u = CfZy, q* (1 _ 0.78 q') ... (5.13)

where
(J^qh ds the cube strength at 28 days of concrete

( Kg/om^

)

b,d are width (usually 100 cms) and effective depth

of the two-way slab respectively

(cm.)

is the ultimate moment

q' p.Sk
W ou

... ( 5 . 14 )

where p is the percentage of reinforcement

CT^y. is the yield stress of the reinforceme.nt

(Kg/cm^)

Ma.xim.um value of q/ specified by IS; 456-19647

^ max max
'^cu

(5.15)
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and the cost of the two-way slab per unit area

(d+2.5) C
C = + 1 .05 X 100 X d X 0.785 X X a(H->>)P^

100 ® ^

... (5.17)

where 2.5 is an average effective cover (Cm)

0.785 is weight of reinforcing steel in Kg/cm per

ni. length

1.05 is a coefficient to allow 'lap bands, hooks etc.

C is the cost of 1 of concrete in place (including

shuttering)

is the cost of 1 Kg. of reinforcing steel in place

a is the coefficient defining the average percentage

of reinforcing steel over entire length (approxi-

mately *=0.8)

is equal to the ratio

are the ultimate moments in X and Y directions

respectively.

In Equation (5.17) it is assumed,

M

Py '0^ ... (5.18)
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Using Equation (5.13)

d =
M
ux

q' 100^:^‘T1 -oT78F1'

M
ux

10~R

where

R = q’ (1 - 0.78 q')

Putting Equation (5-20) in Equation (5,7)

I 0
c ux

V
100 R

+

—QO + 1.05x100x0.785x0^ a (1

2.5 G

“loo'"'"

Eo get an ideal percentage of steel reinforcements for

cost,

dpT"'
0 ,

keeping in mind R = R(p )X ,

After simplifying the results of Equation (5.23)

GVlOO
R-
xopt

105 X 0.785 a ^
1.56|f2

irom Equation (5.24)j for known values of G , C GT

a ^0.8, can be easily found. Then using Eq

(5.21) and Equation (5.20), one can ge

thickness.
,

'

t the overall

. . (5.20)

. (5.21)

+M.)

- ^ 5 . 22 )

minimum

. (5.23)

(5.24)
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5.5.1 Illustrative Example

Given

= 2600 Kg/cm^

= 200,000 Kg. cm

= 0.9

= 200 Kg/cm^ (M.200 concrete)

= Rs. 180/- per

= Rs, 1/20 per Kg.

lo find

Overall thickness of slab and the percentage

of steel in X and Y direction for the minimum

cost by the ultimate strength theory.

Using Equation (5.24)

.opt = 0.00965

9’opt = 0*^26 < 0.236 So, o.k.

R from Equation (5.21) = 0.126 x 200 (1-0.78 x 0,126)

4= 22.8
:

Then, effective depth (in x dineotion) (from Equation
(5.20)) = 9.42 (cms)

^hen, the overall thickness' of this slab
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5.6 COM-IE'NTS OIT OPTniUll COST DESIGN EffiTHODS

These methods will be quite stressing their economic

importance v/hen large number of repetitions a.re involved in any

building constiuction. ior small jobs, they will involve consi-

derable amount of time in the design office which cannot be

justified on economic grounds.

In particular, Traum's^^ approach is perfectly correct

for the case of simply supported rectangular slabs, but it

fairs very.’ badly for continuous two-way and flat slabs. This

is due to the domination of support moments over span moments.

Thus, for continuous two-way slabs, the approach suggested by

ThaMcar and Rao^'^’^'^, is quite helpful for both working stress

method as well as inelastic theory,

Norman in his paper, draws the so obvious conclusion

that for minimum cost, the concrete should be leanest possible,

^his is already in the practice to use M. 150 concrete for the

two-way slabs.’ Neither Norman^^ nor Traum®® satisfies the mini-

mumthickness constraint suggested by the codes, while the work

of -^hakka.r and Rao do satisfy this requirement.



CHiPTER 6

lEElG-KT OF COMPLEX SLABS BY
HILLERBORG'S APPROXIMTE THEORY OF ELASTICITY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter a preliminary discussion of the ’Advanced

Strip Method’ of Hillerborg for complex slabs is given. When

the two-way slab is supported by an intermediate column support

or a wall support and/or the supporting boundary is having the

re-entrant corners, (Fig. 6,1) the elastic analysis is very

complicated and tiresome for an average structural designer. He

can solve the problem by either providing the stiff beams or

hidden or concealed beams within the slab (a very strong hand

of reinforcement to act like a beam), to form, the layout in

which only rectangular panels are considered. But when the

aesthetics and sometimes ’headroom’ considerations require a

clear soffit i.r. without any projecting beams. These cases can

be however designed by some approximations in the theory of '

elasticity.

Hillerborg to overcome the difficulties in the design

of such conrplex slabs, made certain assumptions, in his equi-

librium theory, over and above those of ’strip method*. He made

use of frame analysis to get the moment field in both the direc-

tions with the assumption of zero twisting moment and averaging

the total moment field in a etrip so that uniform reinforcement
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can be placed. Tims, inherently, the assumption of full moment

redistribution is used. When the equations of theory of plates

is used, the design is with variable reinforcement as discussed

in chapter 4. Of course, the redistribution of moments in such

cases can also be tried.

6.2 HILLEKBOR&'S APPROXIMATE THEORY OP ELASTICITY

Using the rules to divide the slabs as discussed already

in chapter 3, Hillerborg was confronted with the problem for

certain region (a region at the re-entrant comer or column)

(Pig. 6.1) for the load distribution in x and y direction. This

region can not be considered or Fy. To overcome this diffi-

culty to findout actual load distribution in two directions

%llerborg assumes on very conservative and safe side.

'In the region R^y, the lo3,d transferred in both the

directions is equal to q'.

Like Hillerborg' s Strip Method^^, this will also lead to

lower bound approach and hence the design will be safe. Crawford

names the above procedure as Hillerborg' s 'Advanced Strip Method'.

Advanced strip method is a direct design approach where a check

for the punching shear at the column or the re-entrant comer

is made for the slab thictaiess. Advanced strip method can be

applied for any degree of restraints at boundaries from sin5)ly

supported to clamped. This is done, by considering a ratio:

0 =
( 6 . 1 )



f

^vliere M = Actual moment at the boundary

F
and M = Fixed-end moment

In advanced strip method, the value of 0 at the re-entrant

corner or column is always assumed to he 0.75.

Denoting,

where

M

P

M

1
ql^

5 and

ql‘

( 6 . 2 )

C ---1

2

P

M =

support (other than the re- e’"
-'-rant comer,

column or wall) moment (negative)

span (positive) moment and

support (negative) moment at the support

(the re-entrant comer, column or wall)

G _G..C =r moment coefficients corresponding to

M^, and
P

s’ f’ P

s’ f

q = design load

1 = span of the strip

respectively.

Following relations can he easily derived from Fig, 6,2

.
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SulDstituting Equation ( 6 . 4 ) in Equation (6.3) and then solving

for '-C^,

I 5 - 16 J

0 0
( 6 . 6 )

In Equations (6.3) to (6.6) 0 and 0 are the factors
^ P

defining the degree of restraint (as in Equation (6,1)) for

M and 14 respectively.
5 p

With the use of Equations ( 6 , 6 ), ( 6 . 4 ) and (6.5) in the
.. V ,

,

order, moment field for the any strip can be had. In advanced

strip method, for R , 0 is assumed to be 0.75.Xj p

For the distribution of reinforcement in the region R^y,

positive reinforcement (for M^) is provided for the moments

computed from Equation (6. 2) .Negative reinforcement is provided

for twice the moments computed from Equation (6.2) and distributed

over only half the R width adjacent to the column, This dis-

tribution of negative reinforcement seems to be reasonable, as

the negative moments would peak up at the re-entrant comer,

column or wall support and then decrease in the magnitude and

eventually become positive at some distance from the column.

Here, statics in terms of total moments, is satisfied,

1

7

To economize the use of reinforcement, Hillerborg

suggested the rules for curtailment, which are in the practice

:;in::;-::Swedeh4dv(gt:;';:
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6,3 HILLERBORG’S RULES EOR CURTAILMENT OF REINFORCElfflENT

For finding the curtailment of reinforcement the point

of contraflexure for equivalent frames "by elastic analysis

together with bond and anchorage lengths is found. Fig, 6,2

1

7

shows Hillerhorg' s rules for curtailment of reinforcement

a and p are coefficient defined in following equations,

a = 0.5 + c -c ... (6.7)
s p

p = fTc"^ ... (6.8)

and 'Y is found out from Fig. 6.3 using values of c^ and c^

found out from Equations (6. 4) and (6.5). S is the anchorage

length of reinforcement, hut not less three timns the effective

depth of the slab.

6,3.1 Illustrative Example

In Fig. 6.1 (i), for strip 11, it is required to find out

moment field and the curtailment of reinforcement.

Here, 0^ = O; 0^
= 0.75

From Equation (6.6) C^ = 0 .

Equation (6.4) O
p
= 0.75 x ^

- 0.094,.

and Equation (6,5) ^ f ~ 8 Wx* 32 ^ 2
~ 0,082

for curtailment of reinforcement,

From Equation (6,7) a - 0.5 - 0,094 = 0.406



nm
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and from 5'ig. 6.3 for *3^ = 0.082 = 0.094

Y= 0*555

In the next chapter (section 7.4) illustrative design '

examples will be studied in detail to show merits of the method

for design of the complex slabs.

1

7

Hillerborg has given a detailed discussion of the

limitations of his approach together with applications for

various cases. A thorough treatment of the link between Hiller-

borg* s method and the theory of elastic plates with suitable

checks on its plastic limit capacity and serviceability restric-

tions at working loads, is recommended for further research

especially for the problem of flat slabs, two-way slabs on fle-

xible beams supported on columns and complex boundary conditions.



CHAPTER 7

ILLUSTRATIVE DESIGN EXAMPLES

7.1 GENERAL EEQUIRElffiNTS AND DATA EOR THE DESIGN EXAMPLES

The following general requirements are satisfied for the

relavent design example (or otherwise specified in a particular

example )

;

1. Analysis is done by MHSM (or Hillerborg’s approximate

theory of elasticity in the case of two-way slabs

supported by an re-entrant comers etc.).

2. Design for determining the slab thickness and re-

inforcement is done according to the ’working stress

design’ method of IS: 456-1964'!

5. Minimum thickness of the slab, minimum percentage of

reinforcement, minimum cover, maximum spacing of bars

and minimum anchorage length required beyond the

theoretical:: point of cut-off; are satisfied using
n

relavent clauses of IS; 456-1964 .

4. Slabs are checked for the purching shear, if any,

5. Reinforcement cut-off is done using Hillerborg’s

recommendations (as discussed chapter 6) in confir-

7
mation with the reinvent clauses of IS: 456-1964 .

Material properties and .permissible: stresses according

to IS: 456- 1964
"^

are,.' used in the .design examples as per the
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1 . Concrete

M.150 = 150 Kg/cm^)

O^-b
= 50 Kg/cm^

= 5 Kg/cm^

2. Reinforcement

Mild steel grade I plain bars in confirmation with

IS: 432-1960.

cr = 2600 Kg/cm^

= 1400 Kg/cm^

For the better comparison, design solutions by other

known methods were worked out to focuss the economy affected,

•'^ere ,
the costs are worked out on the following assumptions,

at the present rate in India:

1. The cost of concrete including shuttering etc., is

assumed to be Rs. 180/- per m^ for M.150 concrete,

2. The cost of mild steel including fabricating, binding,

placing in position, wastage, rolling margin etc, is

assumed to be Rs. 1/20 per Kg. (Mild Steel Grade I)

Wherever possible, the reinforcement layouts are pro-

vided to illustrate the use of MHSM^optimal plastic design etc,

7.2 SIMPIT SUPPORTED RECTMGUDAR SLAB. BY MHSM

It is req.uired to design a simply
,

supported slab of 3 m

by 4.5 m for the live load of 400 Kg/m .

'
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X
-f A r-^ly = 4.5

= 1 5
lx

Design load
.

-

'

400 Kg/m^

240 Kg/m^

110 Kg/m^

q = 750 Kg/m^

live load

Self weight (Assume 10 cm thick

slab

Finishing ( 5 cms)

By Modified Strip Method (Table 3):

For s = 1.5, Table = 14.4 and ny = 54.0

So
^“x

~ - 469 Kg-m/m

2

and My = = 282 Kg-m/m

2
For working stress design = 50 Kg/cm ;

C]r^_^ = 1400 Kg/cm^ and R = 8.67-

Effective depth d - = 7.4 cm

limiting stiffness rjriteria = 35, .

where 1 = Shorter of the two spans = 500 cms
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Choose t 10 cm with 1.5 cm clear cover.

So, in the x direction (3 m span) = T

= 4.87 cm'^/m

Provide 12 mm 0 at 23 cm c/c

2
So, Actual in y direction = 4. 92, cm /m

Similarly A^^ in y direction

Provide 10 mm 0 at 23 cm c/c

1406io'?87x6T9
cm^/m

So, Actual Ag^ in y direction = 3 -.42 crnym

As a check for finding the factor of safety, ultimate -

analysis by the yield line theory is made. Plastic moment as

per Appendix B of IS: 456-1964'^

in X direction

and in y direction

950 Kg-m/m

567 Kg-m/m

(The average lever arm factor at ultimate is 0.915 as compared

with 0.87 for working stress design).

Neglecting the comer mechanism, from yield line analysis

= 1530 Kg/m^, and the factor of safety is 2,05. However

using comer mechanisms to get the least value of ultimate load

intensity q^, is found to be 1450 Kg/m with a factor of safety

of 1,94. This is slightly greater than the ratio of yield stress

to its maximum permissible stress i.e. 1.86.
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7.2.1 Comparati-ve Study

A comparative study for this example of the modified strip

method and Methods 2 and 3 of IS: 456-1964'^ without torsion

reinforcement is given in Table 10. Method 3 is found to he

more conservative than Method 2. Also, it is seen that the

savings in steel r einforcement by the use of modified strip

method is 10 percent, and the total savings in cost is 7 percent

as compared with Method 2.

Table 10: COMPARATIVE STUDY OP SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY
VARIOUS DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR THE SIMPLY
SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR SLAB OF 3^' x 4.5'^‘

Design Method

IS:456-1964
Appendix C
Method 3
WSD

13:456-1964
Appendix C

Method 2

Without tor-
sion reinfor-
cement WSD

fflSM-Slab
thickness and
Design by WSD.
13:456-1964

Overall Slab

Thickness cms 10.0 10.5 10.0

Factor of safety 2.:25 ^ A a: , 2.13
;

1.94

Concrete 1.35 CM
• 1.35

Steel Kg 107

Total cost ^ Rs. 452

7.3 RECTANGULAR SLAB WITH TWO OPPOSITE EDGES CONTINUOUS,
BY MHSM

It is required to design the slab shown in Fig, 7.1

with the- effective span in x di3:rectipn ('1^) as 6.85°^ and in

y direction (i^) , as 5.00®, for the live load of 200 Kg/m^



'R.C.BEAM

^ SLAB LEVEL

5 X6«85

IDEALIZED SLAB

LIVING ROOM



s 0.73s =
1

^ = 0.73
X

Design Load.

200 Kg/m^ Live load

312 Eg/m^ Self weight (Assume 13 cm thick

slab)

90 Kg/m^ Finishing

q = 602 Kg/m^

Using Equations (3.22)

M = ^^x (4,_5s_2j ^2„x_6..85^ X (4.5 X 0.73 -2i ^X 108 108 X 0.73

M =
y

= 45,800 Eg-cm

1 2

- 602 X 25 X 100 _ r
54g2 54 X 0^532

“

M' =
X

01
2

Lx... X2,.25..So-.
27

•; S

.'ll _ 602 X 6.85^ X 0j,64 x 100

= 92,000 Eg-cm

So, maximum bending moment = 92,000 Eg-cm.

ilhen effective depth required (using WSD).

- /92.,..0Qp

"J 100x8, 67
V

;
:7=4;:)7.1:P:44^

.

Provide 13 cms (overall) thick slab with 2 cms clear cover.

Here, the overall thickness as3sumed matches with the required

overall* thick)ness, and hence, within ,the domain of WSD, this

design offers an economical sc>lution as discussed in chapter 5

100
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Mimiinuni "fcliiclcness icGquirsd fi'oin "the st;iffn©ss consl^i'ain't by

clause 6,5 of IS: 456-1964 12,5 cms. So, this design with

13 cms as an overall thickness, satisfies the requirement of

the code, for the minimum thickness.

Area of steel required in x and y direction has been

computed as follows:

Ji, = -45., 800 _ - 2 /
stx 1400 x 0.87 x 9.5 -

" cm /m

Provide 10 mm 0 bars at 20 cms c/c alternate bent-up at supports

sty 1400 X 0.87 x ioTs
~ ^

Provide 10 mm 0 bars at 19 cms c/c alternate bent-up a.t supports

and

il = ----- .92,000 „ 7 Of) pm^/mstpx 1400 X 0.87 X 10.5
~ ^

Provide 12 mm 0 bars at 20 cms c/c at top as extras at supports

7,3.1 Reinforcement Layout

Using the rules specified in chapter 3, for the curtail-

ment of reinforcement, the reinforcement layout is shown in

Pig. 7.2, It may be noted here that in y direction the bottom

reinforcement is bent-up at supports, alternately to cater for

the partial continuity, which is ignored in the idealized

design problem. This reinforcement -layout satisfies clauses

9.2.1, 18,3.3, 18.2 and 18.4.3 of IS: 456-1964.



'If#>1

SiifllillSiSSSSi'
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7.3.2 Comparative Study

It can be seen from Table 11, that the design according

to the code is involving approximately 23 percent more in cost

This is due to neglect of redistribution of forces in the code

provisions.

Effect on economy of the design procedure selection is

quite significant for the slab with fixity or continuity on

part or whole of the boxmdary.

Table 11: 00MPAMTI7E STUDY OE SOLUTIONS OBTAINED BY
y/JlIOUS DESIGN PROCEDURES EOR THE SLAB WITH
TWO OPPOSITE EDGES CONTINUOUS (5® x 6.85™)

Design
Method

Overall slab thickness
thickness (eras) 17.0

Factor of safety 2.55

Concrete (m^ 5-82.

Steel (Kg) 328.

Total cost (Rs.) 1444

Cost/m^ (Rs.) 42.0

13.0

1.96

4.45

303.

1163

34.0

IS: 456-1964 MSM slab thick-
Appendix C ness and design
Method 2 Without by WSD
torsion reinfor- 13:456-1964.
cement WSD
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7,4- L ' SHAPED SLAB BY HILLERBORG'S APPROXBM3E THEORY OP
ELASTICITY

Por the live load of 150 Kg/m^ i.e. for the terrace,

design of slab without any beams is presented here for the

slab of the room shown in Pig. 7.3.

Design load:

‘ 150 Kg/m^ live load
p

408 Kg/m Self weight (Assume 17 cms

overall thicloiess)

90 Kg/m^ Pinishing

q = 648 Kg/m^

Analysis :

iinalysis is done in a simple form of design table as

shown in Table 12( Col. 1 to 7) using the formulae -presBiited

in chapter 6, after the dividing the slab in strips as shown in

Pig, 7,4'.





j,'' f ‘I

:f<(:?s;)si



TABLE: 12 DESaiGN TABLE FOR L-SHAPED SLAB q = 648 kg/m^

Strii: Strip Detidl \jm Cxl03 ql2 Moment E£f. Area o£ Dia. of Pitch a a 1

ftpaB m depth steel bar c/c ia- pn
y (1 - a) yl

m ImMli kg-m cms cm^/m mm cms m
1 Z . S 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

".vaj.ttiisgasai

, XI 3-04 ft r If o• m P 68. 6, 000 408 14.9 (2. 24) * 10 31 ^^9 1.52
» r

B 68. 408 14.9 (2. 24) 10 31 a 0.48

i 57. 342 14.9 (1. 88) 10 31 Wm 0.85

X z 0-*
- '^u - Cl,?5 2p 2a[68, 6, 000 815 14.3 10 16.5 .50 1.52, ,1 s 68. 408 14.9 (2.24) 10 31 .34 0. 481 f 57. 342 14.9 (1.88) 31 .56 0, 85

X 3 Mj X qC^n f 1,990 995 14.9 5,46 10 14.5a
X 4 Mj X qC^/2 f 14.9 5.46 10 14.5 IBIB M X qC2/3 4, 350 1450 8.35 12 ISnn Mf s <|C^/6 f 725 4.87 10 la
X 6 C=i.22 £ 965 482 14.9 ( 2.61 ) 10 31

X 7 C*l» 82 M,xqC2/3 s 2,140 713 3.92 10 20 1,0 wmM^qC2/6 £ 356 (1.96) 10 31 .58 Bai
Y 1 Cxi, 22 Mf * qC^/2 f 965 482 14.9 (2. 61) 10 31 B
Y 2 3.96 2p 2x94. 10,100 1900 14.9 10. 65 12 10.5 B3• ’^p

3 0 HI
f 40. 404 14.3 ( 2. 32) 10. 31 B

moi C«l. 68 Mj a qC^/2 f n 1,830 915 14.3 5.25 10 B
IQQ C«l*15 M| « <lC^/2 1,990 995 14.3 5,71 10 14 m

Note: * G«9v«M«d by nitoimiaai |>«rc«Bt»ie of i>«iAforcenient.
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Check for the ^p-unching shear
Approx, eff. depth = 15.0 eras

Now, using Hillerborg's rules for checking the depth

for the punching shear,

^critical
= 648 X 4 X 1.52 x 2.37 = 9350 Kg

which is < 0.8 X 5 Kg/cm®, so o.k.

Minimum percentage of reinforcement:

According to the clause 9.2.1 of 13:456-1964, this is

X 100 X 17.5 = 2.62

Reinforcement Design:

Table 12 (col. 8 to 11) gives the reinforcement design.

It should be noted that the values in the bracket in the col.

9

indicate that these are governed by: the minimum percentage of

reinforcement, computed above.'

Curtailment of reinforcement;

Using 10 mm 0 bars, anchorage length required in the

confirmation of the clause 18.,4.5. of IS;456-1964 is 48 cms.

Then, using Hillerborg's rules', presented ,in the chap-

ter 6, values of a, p' and have'/heen bojsputed and .tabulated

(for each 'strip)-,5te .Table ,,12-^; .'cplumh;', 12#'.’'
,

.
'y-:



f '". .. ; i ^ j^-

\$. H^ yK--'
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"^•5 OPTIMI PLASTIC DESIGN AS APPLIED TO THE CLiUMPED SQUARE
SLilBS

Eor the live load of 200 Eg/m^, optimum plastic design

for the clamped sq_uare slab of 5^ x 5^ is presented here for

both the ’curtailed* and 'uncurtailed' solutions. Here, the

clauses related to the minimuin percentage of reinforcement

and maximuin spacing of bars, are waived as already discussed

in chapter 4,

Prom section 4.4.4 the maximum bending moment is equal to

3 .

' 2
q 1 (at the centre of the supporting edges)

Slab; Thiclcness:

Here, the slab is provided with 12.5 cms which is deter-

mined from the minimum thickness criterion of the code, for

safe-guarding against excessive deflection.

Provide 12.5 cms. overall thick slab with 1.5 cms clea,r

cover and use 10 ram 0 bars as reinforcement.

Design/Doad : ) '/i
: 't: t \ t

y3eo Kg/m^ Self weight (12. 5 cms overall

:;:t y
;):'•>; l- t:t'':'-;tfcibkne:s;s):
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max "the centr© of supporting edges)

= «J.„ ^ ._.600 X 25 X 100
52 " 1400 X 0.' 87 X 10.5

Using 10 mm 0, spacing required will Ue

11.0 cmvm

100_..x 0. 7854 _ ^ ^ , ,

11.0 ~ 7.15 cms. (say 7 cm c/c)

Bending moments at x = 1/4 (Big. 4-7) at tiie support and

the centre of slab are equal to

3l2:
32

Thus, at these two places the spacings should be 21.35

cms (say 21.00 cm c/c).

Providing 24 cms more length of bars beyond the theore-

tical point of cut off for r einforcement
5 the layouts for the

curtailed’ cuid 'uncurtailed’ solutions can be prepa,red,

7.5.1 Reinforcement layout for the

Oonsidering: the variations both: in
:
th^^ amd:.th :

•

length of bars for the finite width of slab, a practical layout

is prepared, as shown in Figure 7,6.

Total length of reinforcement of 10 mm 0 bars from

Big. 7,6 can be found as 109.16 metres.
'

Value of ’c* (as defined in section 4*4.4) can now be

worked out for better comparison with the theoretical' one.
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^ ^ ^ '^^•5 X 0.87 X 64

600 X 5^ X 100

= 1.86
(7.1)

7.5.2 Reinforcement Layout for the 'Uncurtailed' Solution

By varying only the spacing of bars in the finite width

of slab and without curtailing the length of bars, a layout

as shown in I'ig. 7.7 can be found veiy easily.

Lotal length of reinforcing 10 mm 0 bars for this case

will be 181.4 metres*

Q = J^.*.4...x.,.P..».I85..4: X 1400 X x_
6J.,

600 X 5
^ X 100

5.00

7'.5'.5 Comparative Study

(7.2)

Comparing with the theoretical values of c obtained in

Table 9 for the ‘curtailed’ and ‘uncurtailed’ solutions, the

actual and practical values are little higher due to positioning

of reinforcement at the* discrete points, the anchorage length

required beyond the theoretical point"' of cut-off etc.

It may be noted that the uncurtailed reinforcement lay-

out is quite practical and very easy to implement on the works

with the very low number of repetitions. Uncurtailed reinforce-

ment layout as shown in Fig, 7* 7» '
shows 'considerable economy

in
^

the amount of reinforcement r.coa^areff'tp those re'quired by

various ^oodes of practice,,, :





CHiPIER 8

OPTIMAL SIlfTHESIS

8.1 INTRODUCT101

In this chapter, an exploratory discussion of' the use of

optimal synthesis of slabs for various design criteria like safety

serviceability and economy simultaneously is given, so as to

attempt to link the discussion in chapters 3, 4 and 5. This may

lead to absolute optimal solution for reinforced concrete slabs.

"Various approaches to structural design problem can be divided

into two branches as:

(1) Conventional design and

(2) Nirc: ct design or Structural synthesis

depending upon the na.tur(; of initial assumption regarding,

(a) Loading (LO). This includes force system, temperature*

variatioiis ox’ forced displacements like settlement

of supports etc,

(b) IX;sign Behaviour (IB). This is for working as well

as ultimate loads,
,

'

,

(c) Geometrical properties (G) of the members of the

structure, and

(d) Material properties. (M) of the, members of the

structure.



CHiPIER 8

OPTIMilL SIRTHESIS

8. 1 INTRODUCT101

In this chapter, an exploratory discussion of the use of
optiml synthesis of slabs for various design criteria like safety
serviceability and economy simultaneously is given, so as to
attempt to link the discussion in chapters 3, 4 and 5. This may

ad to absolute optimal solution for reinforced concrete slabs.
rious approaches to structural design problem can be divided

into two branches as:

(1) Conventional design and

(2) Direct design or Structural synthesis

depending upon the nature of initial assumption regarding,

(a) loading (10), This includes force system, ten^erature

variations or forced displacements like settlement

of supports etc.

(h) Design Behaviour (DB). This is for working as well

as ultimate loads.

(c) Geometrical properties (G) of the members of the

structure, and

(d) Material properties (M) of the members of the

structure

,
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Conventional Design;

Conventional design procedure, which is a trial and
analysis procedure for the exhaustive search of a solution
which satisfies the design behaviour. It assumes initially

G- and 'M*. This procedure can be divided into tv/o sub-parts
as:

(i) Behavioural Analysis

Here, the design behaviour (DB) is found by the

trial and analysis, with known LO, G and M.

DB = DB (DO, G, IT) (8.1)

(ii) load Capacity Analysis

Here the load (10) carrying capacity is found having
known DB, G and M

10 = 10 (DB, G, M)
^ ^ ^ (8,2)

Most of the design processes fall into above two cate-
gories defined by Equations (8.1) and (8.2).

Conventional design may lead to an oversafe and uneco-
nomical design solution, and ultimately affect the basic values
of structural design, very badly.

Structural Synthesis ;

Here, the initial guessing as done, in the conventional
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M = M (DB, LO)

G = G (DB, LO)

(8,3)

I'or the reinforced concrete slabs, material properties

(M) are fixed, as the usual concrete mix used is M. 150 or

equivalent, and mild steel plain or high strength deformed

steel bars are used. Thus, in the game of synthesis, the para-

meter ’M* is eliminated.

As mentioned in chapter 4, Brotchie presented direct

design approach for the reinforced concrete slabs, based on the

uniform strength concept and using Equations (8.3). This app-

roa,ch had been discussed in detail in chapter 4.

T, 86
Rozvany" suggested to carryout structural synthesis

using the equilibrium equations only, such that the coiiq)atibility

equations are automatically satisfied.

Optimal Synthesis;

humber of design solutions satisfying Equations (8.3)

will be very high and which one to select will depend upon

the criterion represented by a ftinctional E as,

E = E (G, M) = Min (or ’-fex) ... (8.4)

Here, the functional E may represent the cost or sa.foty or

strength or serviceahility orminimum strain energy or maximum

potential energy etc. The solution satisfying E, the functional.
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then the optimal solution with respect to the extremum' criteria

for S', is reached. This entire process, which needs the rigo-

rous approach of variational calculus, is an optimal synthesis,

as defined hy Rozvany .

Advantages of the optimal synthesis are many, like

(1) Intuitive decisions are eliminated

(2) It yields the direct solutions for the specified

extremum criteria

(3) In some cases, it may be much simpler mathematical

procedure than the conventional analysis.

86Rozvany had found solutions with respect to the stren-

gth, for the uniform thickness of the sla,b and vanying the re-

inforcement from point to point, by considering the extremum,

criteria to be the volume of reinforcement.

Kaliszky^^ for the cost as the extremum criteria, deri-

ved that the reinforcement layout following the elastic stress

field at different point is an optimal solution.

8.'2 IIMITATIOI'T OR THE OPTII.'Dilj SYNTHESIS

limitation of the optimal ssaithesis as a design process,

is due to the fact that the all extremum criteria (cost, stren-

gth safety serviceability etc. ) can be introduced with great

difficulty simultaneously to get an absolute optimal solution.
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Por different extremum criteria like safety, strength

and economy, without the use of the variational calculus®’^,

optimal design solutions are presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5

respectively.

It can be seen very easily that the IffiSM assures optimal

safety and economy, while the strength is guaranteed by the

redistribution of forces and the serviceability criterion is

satisfied by the WSD, limiting the span/thickness ratio, and

limits specified for crack width, deflections etc. Thus, B-ffiSM

though not based on rigorous optimization technique like

ioptimal synthesis, is the correct step towards the safety,

rationality and economy in the reinforced concrete slabs.



CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

9.1 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions reached as a result of this study, are

as follows:

1. Two-way slabs v/hen designed according to elastic methods

and tested to failure have been found exhibiting very high fac-

tor of safety. The reason for getting higher factor of safety

is due to many factors like neglecting the redistribution of

forces, specifying uniform moment values equal to maxim-urn posi-

tive or negative moments found at critical points under worst

combination (very hypothetical) of loads, etc.

Zt- The ductility and the inherent reserve strength of slab

are not taken into account in methods based on pure elastic

analysis, which form, the basis of most codes of practices.

3. In elastic analysis live load effect is taken into

account by putting live load in different panels in form of :

pattern loading to get worst combination for moments. In slabs

live load is also acting the direction of the dead load. With

inelastic analysis there is no need for separate and special

study f&T live load effects. This simplifies the problem of

:analysi;if&id:ide sign^^: (CQnsfderabdpi-H;:!

4-.
,

fflSM presented in chapter
. 3, takes, the advantage of the

potential strength of slabs and. yields moment coefficients ...
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are economical than those given in 13:456-1964 and ACI;318-63.

5. With the use of the MSM, the behaviour at the working

load is guaranteed by following factors.

(a) Use of inelastic analysis-elastic design (overall

thickness required by the WSD is quite more than by

the ultimate strength theory for same ultimate moment

carrying capacity).

(b) Stiffness requirements of the codes (to guard against

excessive deflections at working loads, codes specify

limit on span/thickness ratio to assure minimum thick-

ness ratio to assure minimum thickness required)

.

(c) limit specified on crack width (usua.lly 0.15 mm).

(d) Neglecting tension in the concrete (WSD neglects

tension in the concrete).

(e) Allowing temporary marginal increase in stresses

under the rare occurance of the designed ma,gnitude

of live load, and its pattem loading. (Subject to

limits specified in (c) above is also not vidlated)

.

6. With the use of MHSM, the factor of safety of the two-

way slabs is brought to the parity with the other flexural

members like one-way slabs, flat slabs etc.

7. Ihe inelastic analysis., -elastic design a,pproach of

MHSM can be used for slabs with high strength deformed bars.

With the structural lightweight concrete, MSlM "can be used
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8. Before full-scale tests on the two-way slabs designed

according to IIHSF, are carried out, in future revisions of

IS.: 456-1964? present moment coefficients (of Method 2) may

he changed in the direction towards recomrD.anded moment co-

efficients in Tables 3 and 4? such that at least the partial

advantage of ductility and the resulting economy is gained.

9. I'liHSM neglects the advantages of the membrane action and

strain-hardening effects. In U.S.S.R. membrane auction is con-

sidered and the collapse load increased by 10 percent or 20 per-

cent depending upon the tsrpe of the panel or for the same eollap.

se load moments are reduced by 10 percent or 20 percent depend-

ing npon the type of the panel. This emphasises that even with

the rational design procedure like MHSM, there is still conser-

vatism due to prevailing ignorance of the proper yield criteria.

10. In general, a saving of 15 percent to 20 percent in the

total reinforcement is possible with ffiSl-l, with an overall sav-

ings of 8 percent to 10 percent approximately.

11. Use of llliSM is not recommended for the unusual applica-

tions such as

(a) Concentrated loads,

(b) Live loads of sufficiently high values,

(c) Hydrostatic loads,

(e) Slab,'.with the ’-part
;
of the,, boundary free to deflect
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12. The minimum reinforcement layouts -in the slabs either

by the elastic theory or the optimum, plastic design, using

orthogonal straight (in some cases •non-orthogonal layouts

have shown considerably less volume of reinforcement) rein-

forcement, are practical only for the case of highly repetitive

nature or the trade off between the so.ving of material and the

increase in the fabrication cost is justifiable.

13. Use of *Isomoms* can be made to derive ’uncurtailed' or

'curtailed' reinforcement layouts using the elastic theory.

14- IvCHSl-i offers an essential feature for the econom,y of

materis-1, a curtailment of the reinforcement (not to the extent

of 'uncurtailed' or 'curtailed' solutions) as a part of the

design procedure.

15. Using the moment coefficients specified by either the

codes or MHSh, and then designing by WSD, for the given con-

crete mix (for slabs it is usually M. 150) and the type of re-

inforcing steel, the minimum cost solution is the one obta,ined

when the assumed and the required overall thicknesses match

with each other. In this process, the requirements of the code

for the minimum thickness, minimum percentage of reinforment,

minimum cover and ma.ximum spacing of bars; are sa.tisfied. This

conclusion is valid for Indian conditions. 5or other countries,

tllliihas:-: to: •:b e'j;venif i

16. To derive an optimum cost solution, classical method of

differential calculus fails miserably .for the slabs with
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complex loimdary conditions (other than 'all sides simply

supported').

17. I'he minimum cost solution obtained in chapter 5? using

moment coefficients and T/SD, is not the global but the res-

tricted one. Global solution can be had by trying out the

various combination of different type of concrete and steel;

using both the WSD and ultimate strength theory.

18. Two-way slabs when supported by the re-entrant comers,

intermediate column or wall support; with clear soffit, when

designed by Hillerborg’s approximate theory of elasticity

involves more cost then the slab with the beams-

19. liHSM and the minimum cost solution using it, assure the

'near' optimal solution, considering the process of the optimal

synthesis.

9.2 SUGGESTIONS EOR PUTURE RESEARCH

To imderstand the behaviour of the R. C. slabs more pre-

cisely and to derive optimal solutions for various extrem.um,

criteria, the work in the following areas is needed;

1, Global minimum, cost design of the two-way R.G slabs

with different boundary conditions, using the WSD, by trying

out various combinations of all concrete mixes i.e. M. 150,

M.200, etc. and different varieties of steel,

2. Optimal synthesis using all extremum criteria, like

safety, strength, , economy, serviceability etc. simultaneously
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to search for an absolute optimal solution.

5. For individual criteria like safety optimal synthesis

based on rigorous mathematical formulation, an optima.1 solution

(may be better:.:; than RfflSM) is required.

4. Full-scale tests on the two-way slabs designed according

to MISM are needed especially to study the behaviour at working

loads.

5. Proper yield criterion for the R. C. slabs incorporating

twisting moment, membrane action and strain-hardening is re-

quired to understand the behaviour, exactly.

6. Behaviour under dynamic forces such as eanthqualce forces,

blast forces etc. of the two-w-ay R.C. slabs with the minimum

reinforcement layout discussed in chapter 4, for different

boundary conditions is necessary.

7. Study of 'Isomoms* for the two-way R.C. slabs according

to the elastic theory, for all boundary conditions and span

ratios is necessary to specify the practical reinforcement

layout with strong and weak bands,

8. Full-scale tests on the clamped square slab with the

absolute minimum (i.e. curtailed solution using Hillerborg’s

strip method) reinforcement layout is necessary to compare the

behaviour with that of optimized simply supported square slab

by Rozvany.
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9. ConsiderinfT environmental effects such as creep, shrin-

kage, temperature differentials etc, as a governing criteria,

optimal design solutions for two-way rectangular slabs are

desired.



ulPPEFDIX A

NOT.^IOUS

A. 1 /liPHiiBEPIC SYMBOLS

^^°®®“Sectional area (or in some cases constant)

length of a rectangular plate in x and

y directions respectively

^^st Area, of steel per unit width of slab

"‘'stx* ‘Sty’ ^stpx’ ^^stpy Areas of steel for positive and

"stmax

B

B

C

c, c

,C
f’ s’ p

negative moments in x and y direction

Maximum area of steel in the slab

Unit width of slab (or constant in some cases)

Constant

Initial cost of slab per unit area (or a dimen-

sion specified in ACI: 318-63 for flat slabs)

Constants indicating the total volume of rein-

forcements, in the simply supported and clamped,

square slabs respectively.

Strip length from support to the point of

maximum-span moment.
' ''

'

'

Unit costs of concrete and steel, respectively

Parameter defining cost of concrete

Moment coefficients for span, support and re-

entrant comer (or column, or w'all) respectively.
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•

Gj^y Moment coefficients for positive and negative

Gw

design moments in x and y directions for trape-

zoidal moment distribution.

Grack width

D flexural Stiffness of plate

“b Bar diameter

d Effective depth of the slab

DB Design behaviour

E Modulus of elasticity of plate material

E functionals (with respect to cost, safety,

fjji(y), %(y)

serviceability etc.)

functions in y

G Geometric properties

h Overall thickness of plate

0 lever-aim factor

Constants

K Constant (a ratio of lever-arm factors art ultimate

K

load and load at vdiich yielding starts)

Coefficient depending upon the probability

k Gurvature

k Ratio of overall thickness to effective depth,

of :Slab . ;

4 ';

Parameters defining support moments with respect

4t:Q^-rmpmentr:#:;'tnr;'X;'^^^

Curvatures in x and y directions respectively
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1

LO

1 1
x’ y

M

S’
M', M'

cr

max

M ,M ,

n’ nt

M
u

M M
ux’ uy

M , .

working

M ,M ,M
x’ y’ xy

M' ,M>
X’ y

M*
,
M*

X’ y

Span of simply supported or clamped or interior

panel of flat slat; square in shape.

Strip span

Generalised loading

Effective spans in x and y directions respective!;/

Moment in the slat (in some cases in x directiv^n)

Support moments without and with complete restra.int

Moment carrying capacity of the slab defined by

various yield criteria,, and principal moments,

respectively

Moment carrying capacity at the time of cracking

Span, support and re-entrant corner (or column or

wall) moments respectively

Maximum, moment

Normal and twisting moments for the yield-line

Ultimate moment carrying capacity

Ultimate moment carrying capacities in x and y

directions respectively

or Design moment at working load

Moments in x a,nd y directions and twisting

moment in xy plane respectively.

Support moments in x and y directions respectively

Principal moments (constradned) in x and y

; directions ':ite'S:pectiyely::;;':::f';f
,
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m ,

Myield

n

^max

^x opt’^y opt

Q*

Q

m* Moment coefficients for span and support
t/

design moments in x and y directions respectively;

for uniform moment distribution.

Moment carrying capacity of slab, when steel has

yielded

Coefficients

Neutral axis factor at the time of cracking

Neutral axis factor for balanced section (WSD)

Percentage of reinforcement and corresponding

values in x direction and maximum, respectively.

Optimum percentages of reinforcement in x and y

directions, respectively.

Uniformly distributed load over panel per unit

area, and corresponding values at working and

ultimate loads

Design value for load

Quantities of concrete and steel,
.

per unit area

of the slab, respectively

Charanteristic va.lue of the load

Value of the most unfavourable loading with 50

percent probability of its being exceeded, upto

abhormally high value, once in the expected life

of- the r: Bt^ructure'
'

q.’, Parameter governing the behaviour and its
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Q
s min

R

R^^Rg

Rxy

S, itti

s

Sw

min

U

V -

V
m

Y
s

Minimum amaunt of steel per unit area of slab

CTcb n-, n.
Parameter defined as =-—^—»( 1 _ )

Regions as defined by Rozvany

Regions defined in Hillerborg's strip method for

transfer of load

Region of the plate where load is distributed in

both X and y directions*

Anchorage Length

Span ratio = 1 / 1_
J

Total reinforcement per panel

Effective thickness of slab

Overall thickness of the slab at va,rious stages

in iterative procedure

Minimum overall thickness required from stiffness

considerations

factor of safety (w.r. to Collapse load)

Total moment volume for the structure

Total volume of reinforcement for simply supported

square slab

Total voliune of reinforcement for damped square

slab *

Uniformly distributed load over fixed beam, per

;

unit ': length i l

(3c»y) Deflection function /

X,Y Parameters defining transformed dimensions of the
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Strips in x direction

x,x VarialDles in x directions

x,y Cartesian coordinates in x-y plane

x^yXg Lengths defining the mode of colla.psc for

restrained rectangular slab-.

Strips in y direction

Hyperbolic function in y; and its homoge-

neous and particular parts, respectively

A. 2 CHEEK SYIiBOlS

a, PjY

y-m

6

>

M

y

m

Parameters defining curtailment of ba.rs

Constant

Coefficient defined by Method 2 of IS:45S-1964..

Safety factor for mate ria-1 strength

Safety fa.ctor for loads

Relative mean quadratic deviation

Aspect ratio for simply supported rectangular

slabs

Coefficient of Orthotropy (i.e, ratio of span

moment s in y and x dire ctions

)

Poisson’s ratio .

Radious of Curvature

Design strength of material

Permissible bending stress in concrete, in

compression
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Cube strength of concrete (15 cns cubes at the

rate of 28 days)

Characteristic strength of material

Arithmatic mean of various experimental, results

for nia,terial strength

Permissible tensile stress in steel

Yield stress in steel

Punching shear stress and allowable shea.r stress

in concrete, respectively

Ra,tio of M' and M
; defined for handling cases of

partial fixity

jFunction in x

Parameter 0 for support and ro-entrant corner

(or column or wall), respectively

A. 3 jIBBEEYIAIIOI^S

ACI American Concrete Institute, Detroit, Mich.
,
USA

MHSM Modified Hillerborg’ s Strip Method

NBO National Building Organization, Now Delhi, India

USD Ultimate Strength Design

Working (or permissible) Stress DesignWSD
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APPEFDIJ D

WITH REOMsULAR SERIESSTMEED EDGES ORTHOTROPIC IffilFDOHCEM^^

5or typo of slp,bs shown in Pig. d. 1, the oquilibriun
-ethoa (.eg^cat equillbrl:^) as suggested by Ingerslav^S orl-
gxn,,lly, 13 sccu best compared to the energy methods which
involve laborious algebra,

ao equilibria .othod oee: bo used for the typo slabs
shown in Fig. p. i

• ^ue to the fact thafS^

‘Knot-forces Viuiish where nositivr t-Jv,ic positive linos converge, pjidSlsO 'fc C'i ijllG
'

® °^se-foroes where fracture lines
raeot free edges. ‘ •

to dofloet and rotate) and, ,13 such the equilibrium method willho used now onw?irds.

Ultimate moment in x i r-nr,+-; r-v,

.

X direction c.an he found (detailed
dorivations can be found elsewheroSl as:

2 .2

U
-h. .V =

6 [J c -f )
sx

-.s • • • ( D» 1

)

where X and Y are defined below in Equations (b.5)aend (p.y)'
for different type of moment diatrlbutlon across the panel
Equation (P.1) is raiid

'1 +
.
< 1,

(D,2)
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^1 Xp > 1
^ ^ X (D.3)

fcliGii
5 tho ss'lected faiin-r-o ^allure mode indicated in Pig. j) ^ i^ rin+Tro 1 'K -- 4« .

"

'

.

* I f XS H 01/

_ ttoaugh 90“ will occur««ieo .0 ro-oriertea io cult i.e new ai^ection.

b

Equations (D. 2 ) and (D. 3 ) x and x. are definedbelow in Equations (D.b) ^nd (B.8) for diff rent tL .dietribution across the panel.

(3 1) will'b
factor of safety, use of Equation(3.1) wall be nade. In Equation (3.1) m

for the design (workinsV i„ s

apectfxed in the codes or msM.M
. (

- s

^
from Equation (E.,).

or of safety can now be found as
^ ^ 2

CTst
^ ,co.de.f)r_]ffi^Q

lx" #] =

Values of X, y
(D.4)

» x. and x^v

(3.) lor uniform moment distrihiiti‘nvi^^stribution - no provision of
vne torsion reinforcement’-

This case resembles to Method 2 of 18=456-1964 with *ary provision Of the torsior -V
^•'^56-1964 without

-cno torsion reinforcement (Pig.
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X = JTTT^ +J 1 + IC
4,

[

Y = ^'pc+ f

and

(]3,5)

where

and

= J 6 Bl (1 + )

(13.6)

Xg = Je M (1 + k2)
I

k^ , kg, k^, k^, are the ratios of support moments to the

raoment in x direction, for different edges.

is the coefficient of orthotropy (ratio of the moment

in y direction to the moment in the x direction)

and

(h) For Trcapezoidal moment distribution - torsion rein-

forcement provided.

This Ccise resembles to the ACI: 318-63 code provisions.

A.
6
5

( 1 .
5 s

( 1 + ic, ) + ni“Air
J 5

.
S

( Ik ^ ' Ir Y' 4.

[ (D.7)
/ "

+ N )

y^nd+kp ..

' & 6J.iF

(D.8)
mi:; '

V
'3 : : t;: ;

i
' ^ ;;; '44:

:

'
^

\
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where

have h

®23 = -"'21 = '*41
= '

®14
= *12 =

'S4 = -%2
=

As sirniptions made in deriving Equations (D.7) and (D.8)

eon discussed in detail in 5.4.2 (Eig. 5.8),


